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NEW FEATURE: Pull out our 
newest service to the LC commu- 
nity - TV Listings! 
Page 5 & 6 
VOLUME 72, NUMBER 6 
Little Mary Sunshine and INXS 
are both reviewed on our Enter- 
tainment Page. 
Page 4 
LONGWOOD COLLEGE 
Oktoberfest festivities offered 
Something for everyone. Photo 
spread inside. 
Pages 8 & 9 
OCTOBERS, 1992 
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ROTC Cadets Excel I       Oktoberfest. Lonawood-stvle! 
By Hi inn Chapman 
Staff Writer 
On September 27, about 130 ca- 
dets from Longwood. Hampden- 
Sydney, VCU.andUniversityofRieh- 
mond, participated in a number of 
exercises at Fort Picked. 
Those who participated assembled 
in front of the repel tower and were 
given a brief introduction by Lt. Co. 
Walsh, the officer in charge of the 
day's events. 
After the introduction, the cadets 
were divided up into squads often and 
assigned to a cadet instructor 
The LRC (Leadership Reaction 
Course), consists of 18 different ob- 
stacles. 
At each obstacle, a leader was cho- 
sen from the squad and given hricl 
instructions on how to overcome it. 
The squads were given limited 
amounts of resources and had twenty 
minutes to complete each task. 
Some of the scenarios were, escap- 
ing from a P.O.W. camp, crossing a 
chain bridge, and repairing a bridge. 
One aspect of the repel tower course 
consisted of learning how to tie a 
"Swiss seat," which is the harness a 
repeller wears. 
Alter the harness was tied, it was 
checked by either a cadet instructor or 
Army advisor. 
If the "Swiss seat" met require- 
ments, the cadet was sent up the fifty 
foot high tower to repel off the "Wall" 
or "Skid." 
The "Skid" was an actual helicop- 
ter skid and simulated what it would 
be like to repel from a helicopter 
The third event consisted of as- 
sembling and disassembling the M-16 
rifle. This is a basic skill required of 
every member of the Armed Forces. 
ROTC is a basic exposure to the 
military and its inner workings 
If any Freshman or Sophomore is 
interested, there is no obligation until 
the Junior year. Scott Cuter, the 
cadet in charge of the ROTC program 
at I ongwood, has recently completed 
Advance Camp 
Cadet Cutter placed in the top ten 
percent of ROTC cadets nationwide, 
and twoother I .ongwood cadets placed 
in the top thirty percent 
Conflict Ensues After 
Directory Completed 
By James Whiterec 
Staff Writer 
The Longwood Student directory 
will be out pretty soon. There has 
been much controversy over whether 
or not commuter students should be 
put in the directory. 
The controversy stems from the 
fact that residents pay the expenses of 
creating the directory, while no money 
is regularly taken from commuter 
students's tecs to include them in the 
directory. 
Zav Dadabhoy, student develop- 
ment educator and advisor to the ("< >m- 
muter Student Association, staled 
that the Commuter Student Associa- 
tion believes commuters should be in 
thedirectory. According to I )adabhoy, 
this is necessary because commuters 
are a large and vital part of the 
I .ongwood community. 
Currently, there are over 900 com- 
muter students in all. 250 of which 
live within a few blocks from campus. 
The CSA has agreed to put in some 
Of their activity fee money to get the 
commuters in the directory This 
does not seem to be too popular with 
some members. 
Charlotte Shifted, an officer of the 
CSA suited "members are upset about 
having to pay activity fees for what is 
supposed to be a service provided by 
tlie idbOOL  The price is loo high " 
ALSO INSIPE 
Editorial 2 
Entertainment...... 4 
Oktoberfest 8,9 
Opinions 3 
Classifieds 5,6 
Sports „7 
TV Listings .5,6 
AC. Russel, Chairman of the CSA, 
has expressed .some concern over this 
issue Russel explained that he 
planned on requesting $300 ID $400 
from the SO A to pay for the directory. 
In addition to (hat amount, however, 
they would still need about $8(X) to 
cover the cost of adding commuter 
students to the directory. 
According to Russel, this would 
mean that there would have to be 90 
pages with 1900 copies, costing ap- 
proximately $1130 
Russel also expressed concern 
about the name of the directory. He 
states "attitude deficiency is the main 
problem." and that it should be ar- 
ranged that the Student Directory be 
called the Residential student Direc- 
tory. 
Russel feels that commuter stu- 
dents feel alienated and that their num- 
bers should be included. Russel, who 
commutes from Bracy. a town near 
the North Carolina border, stales that 
if the funds fall through, the CSA will 
try to create its own commuter Stu- 
dent directory. 
(toe ot Iht main problems In deal- 
ing with commuter issues, according 
10 Russel, is that two-Uiuds of the 
Student! It Longwood live on cam 
pus. which can make it difficult for 
commuters 10 be recognized. 
According to Rose Hurley, bead 
Of lelecoiiuiuinicaiKMis, there is a 
gieai need to make commuter stu- 
dents ;i part ot die college. In the 
future, there is a plan to combine the 
students into one directory, with die 
residence h.iil students in one section 
and the commuter students, including 
addresses in another. 
Hie problem tor this yeai is solved 
Students Boycott University Bookstore 
MADISON, Wis. (Cl'S)-(iay. las 
bian and other student activists at the 
University of Wisconsin are boycott- 
ing a bookstore after a lesbian em- 
ployee was fired in May. 
Lois Corcoran, who worked as an 
administrative assistant at the 1 fniver- 
sity Book Store, filed a complaint 
with Madison's Equal Opportunity 
Commission, saying that she was Bred 
because she is a lesbian. 
John Epple, president of the store, 
did not return telephone calls to com 
mentonthecase. The bookstore is not 
officially affiliated with the school. 
but is the closest bookstore to campus, 
said Sara (tppenheimer. the campus 
neu s editor with the 1 )aily Cardinal, a 
campus newspaper. 
(hariei Squires, who is co-presi- 
dent of the Ten Percent Society, the 
school's gay, lesbian, and bisexual 
student organization, said the boycott 
so lar has been "fairly Successful." 
School began Sept. 2 and activists 
picketed the store during registration 
and the first week ol classes. Squires 
said 
"Our campus has 4,000 to 5,(XX) 
gay and lesbian students, and it is 
atrocious that the place discriminates 
SO blatantly." he said.    "It's really 
demeaning." 
The boycott has the support of the 
Wisconsin Student Association, s.nd 
Amy I'riedinan. speaker ol the Senate. 
The association reprcsentsthcschool's 
43.000 students. "We supported the 
boycott due to a strong show of sup- 
port of the student population," 
Friedman said. "When we have civil 
rights violations we should support 
our students." 
Most students should be able to 
purchase textbooks at other book 
stores. Friedman and Squires said. 
Oktoberfest Visitors 
Relish Festivities 
By Erin McCay 
Editor in Chief 
Longwood students, parents, visi- 
tors, and alumni were able toenjoy the 
perfect weather last weekend which 
accompanied all of the activities and 
performances of ()ktoberfest. 
A multitude of organizations were 
represented this year, including some 
new faces on the Longwood Oktober- 
fesl scene. 
The harvard red and old gold of 
Longwood'8 newest fraternity, Phi 
Kappa Tau, were seen at one booth 
The Commuter Student Associa- 
tion also made an appearance at its 
paintball booth, where visitors were 
given die opportunity to splatter pic- 
tures of their "favorite" faculty mem- 
ber or administrator with paint bul- 
lets. 
Phi Beta Lambda afforded the op- 
portunity for many to fulfill their 
wishes when they offered as targets 
some ol Lnngwood's more familiar 
1; jet.   VPS A Phyllis Mable. SO A 
President Darrell Wells, RF.Cs Carry 
Robertson and Mike Herndon, and 
Rotunda Editor Erin McCay, and oth- 
ers volunteered their time and clean 
clothesat the business fraternity's pie- 
throwing booth. 
There was a great deal to entertain 
the guests and students, beginning with 
the traditional (Oktoberfestparade, and 
including a "klown beauty contest," 
musical numbers from Little Mary 
Sunshine, and other performances. 
One disturbing note was the theft 
ol a Chi banner from the side of 
McCorkle. The banner was last seen 
at 2:00 pm, and had disappeared by 
5:00, when it was scheduled to be 
removed. 
Greeks Celebrate Next Week 
By Tara Confalone 
Staff Writer 
Oreek Week is what over 700 stu- 
dents will be celebrating this week as 
the (ireek Week festivities kick ol 11 n 
Wednesday, October 7, 1992, 
According to one member of the 
greek community, they would like to 
extend an Invitation to all those who 
would like to attend any of the activi- 
ties. 
On Wednesday, greeks will show a 
little of that good ol' rock-an-roll ac- 
tion as they lip-sync and "shake that 
thing" to some popular tunes ol the 
nineties. This event will begin at 9:30 
p.m. in Blackwell Dining Hall The 
cost lor admission is only fifty cents. 
Maureen Seering. who is past Na 
tionai President ot I teltaGamma, will 
be speaking Thursday at 1:13 p m '" 
Jannan Auditorium She will be ad- 
dressing the issue of Ihe challenges 
and opportunities of being (ireek. 
Just in lime for the weekend, the 
Mosaics will be shaking up the town 
as they break loose 00 Linkford Mall 
Friday, starting at X:00 p.m. 
On Saturday, the greeks try their 
hands at the Olympics "Longwood ■?
style- 
All over I .ankford mall, the greeks 
will  be  participating   in  obstacle 
courses, pyramid building pizza eat 
Sgg tossing, and the most loved 
activity die balloon slingshot con- 
test. Not quite Ihe style ol Barcelona. 
but definitely lannville style. 
Monday, alter a restful weekend, 
the Creeks participate in their rendi- 
tion of Family I cud at 7:(X) p.m. in the 
A, B, C, rooms 
To end the week, die (ireek com- 
munity will be having campus clean- 
up. 
During this traditional activity, 
each sorority or fraternity is assigned 
I section of the campus and then to- 
gether (hey pick up the trash They 
also sweep and rake where it is pos- 
sible. 
Later dial evening, in the dining 
hall, dicre will be a presentation din- 
ner, where all the fraternities and so- 
rorities will introduce their new mem- 
bers. Order of Omega, the (neck 
leadership and honorary society, will 
also tap their new members 
NCATE   Evaluates 
Teaching Program 
ByMandyPhaa, ^ 
Stuff Writer 
The National Council for Ac- 
crediting teachers Education 
(NCATE) will be reviewing the 
education program from Sunday. 
(tetober 4, to Tuesday (ktober 6. 
I ongwixnl College has adopted 
Ihe iTieme "'leacher As A Leader." 
This theme covers all the knowl- 
edge and appropn.iie teaching skills 
needed to be a successful teacher 
In addition, dns program stresses 
Ihe importance Of professionalism 
within the classroom as well as out- 
side the classroom. 
Planning for instruction, imple- 
menting and managing Instruction, 
evaluating and assessing, knowl- 
edge of subject, classroom III.IM 
nient. Communication skills, and 
professional responsibilities are the 
key components to quality educa- 
tion. 
Education majors learn these 
leadership skills through general 
education, subject matter/pedagogy, 
and field experience 
According to the Teacher as a 
Leader task force, located in the 
reference r<x>m of the new library, 
research data indicates That 
Longwood College first year teach- 
er am accountable and aware in the 
classroom." 
Ihe study continued, "area su- 
perintendents rated I.ongwo<xl stu- 
dent teachers highest in professional 
responsibility. Cooperating teach- 
ers rated Longwood student teach 
ers highest on personal and proles- 
sional responsibility Theseawposi- 
live indications that Longwood Col- 
lege teachers possess leadership 
qualities" 
NCATE will be visiting class 
looms and  interviewing some slu 
dents individually.   They may ask 
professional knowledge questions or 
request  personal   opinions  of 
Loogwood's education program. 
Ihe outcome of this visit will 
determine the opportunities avail- 
able for education majors when they 
graduate and begin to apply for j< lbs 
The members of Chi ask that the person or persons responsible for removing the 
Chi banner from the side of McCorkle during Oktoberfest please return it to Dr. 
Gusset. -Thank You, Chi 
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PERSPECTIVES 
AUTUMN IS HERE 
it's thai time of year again. 
As we travel through the 
< oimtrvside, we visually gorge 
ourselves on the bucolic splen- 
dor of the new season. A hur- 
nished cascade of autumnal 
hues blankets hoth mountain 
and valley, dazzling in the 
crisp fall air. 
It is a time Tor family bond- 
ing, as father and son work 
together to ready the yard for 
the oncoming winter weather, 
and mother and daughter can 
ripe vegetables and fruit, 
gleaned from the family gar- 
den. 
The fragrance of burning 
leaves traces the delicate, 
chilled air, bringing to mind 
thoughts of every child's fa- 
vorite holiday. That is Hal- 
loween, rife with goblins and 
ghosts and fun. Jack 
O'laiiternssprcad their toothy 
grins on ever) front porch and 
secret hoards of candy are 
hidden in kitchen cabinets. 
After Halloween comes 
what is perhaps the most he- 
loved <>l all celebrations: 
Thanksgiving. Families are 
lured together by the thought 
of seeing loved ones, as well as 
visions of golden roast tur- 
key, fluffy mashed potatoes 
dripping with melted butter, 
and steaming, flaky, apple pie 
with vanilla ice cream, the 
ideal American dessert. Wives 
and mothers jostle for elbow 
room in the kitchen as they 
struggle to produce a smor- 
gasbord of toothsome temp- 
tations, and husbands and fa- 
thers enjoy the traditional 
Thanksgiving afternoon pas- 
time • watching football. 
After bowing their heads 
in prayer, the family delves 
into the stu nning array of food 
that is included in the tradi- 
tional holiday fare, resting 
only when hare bowls and a 
picked-over carcass are left. 
But every day is a holiday 
during the gentle fall time. 
One feels at peace with God 
and nature when strolling 
through the woods, the only 
sound being the scampering 
of squirrels as they ready their 
board of nuts for the arrival 
of Jack Frost, the hopping of 
bunnies as they jump at the 
alien sound of man, and the 
crackling of fallen leaves un- 
der foot. 
It is easy to feel one with 
the season even on campus. 
Students are forced to shed 
their summer uniform of 
shorts and t-shirts and replace 
it with shoes, jeans and sweat- 
ers. It is rather exciting the 
first time one must don a 
jacket before going out - a 
harbinger of winter weather. 
To us, autumn has myriad 
meanings. It is Oktoberfest, 
with its games, food, friends, 
and alumni. It is Fall Break, 
and all the trips home that 
occur. It is Halloween, and 
the pleasure of basking in the 
glow of shining, happy chil- 
dren. It is football, with tail- 
gate parties, cheerleaders, and 
huddling under plaid blan- 
kets on bleachers while cheer- 
ing your team to victory. And 
Autumn is beauty. It is the 
material beauty of the leaves' 
tawny transformation and 
rosy cheeked children at play. 
But it is, more importantly, 
the beauty of a spirit at rest as 
it communes with nature in 
its glory. 
Greek or God? 
By Chris Young 
Staff Writer 
My Mends and I were meeting 
for dinner, as we always do at 5:00 
p.m.. on September 24. We all 
entered the Blackwell dining hall, 
and the ladies that were with us set 
their books and txxikhags down on 
an empty table and we all went to 
stand in line to get our food. 
I must add that (lie dining hall 
was not crowded at all that day. In 
fact, the entire upstairs, except for a 
few occupied tables, was empty and 
some tables downstairs were also 
available. 
Two of the ladies came back to 
our table earlier than the rest of our 
dining group and set down their 
trays and were off to gel some drinks 
Now. in the short time it look for 
those ladies logo and get beverages. 
a person who belongs to a fraternity 
sat down with the ladies' fvooks and 
food on the table. By that time, 1 
arrived and wanted to know who 
this person was and what this person 
was doing at a table which was all 
ready occupied by rxxik.s and trays 
which belonged to someone whom 
he did not know. 
I then proceeded to ask this per- 
son whether he knew we were sii 
ting at this (able, but he just ignored 
me. I saw that he was not going to 
move, so I took my tray upstairs. 
gigantic number of empty tables I 
JUSI Kx)k the first one I came to. 
I came back down to pick up the 
ladies" hooks, so they could CUT) 
their trays to our nnilesireil. new 
location, The rest of the group had 
figured out what had happened, and 
restrainfully held back as they pro- 
ceeded upstairs. 
()nce we all sat down to eat. a 
leu hai sh words were lossctl around 
and agreed upon as some more fra- 
ternity boys joined their brother to 
eat, and as if to reward him, they 
looked up as 1 was looking down 
and laughed. We were tempted to 
dump fixxl on them from our seals. 
but we u ere held back by the feat of 
MOOping to their level. 
My friends and I are sick and 
tired of greek organizations who 
think they own every table in the 
dining hall. This is Dot the In St time 
members of a fraternity or sorority 
have taken advantage of non-greek 
Students and not the first time I have 
had to move while eating because 
of a fraternity. 
That is why I wrole this article 
I am tired of the fraternities think- 
ing they are gixls of the campus. I 
ask a question to all students, greek 
and non-greek - why do greek or- 
where I was overwhelmed by the   ganizations do such tilings' 
All opinions expressed in unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of the editorial poard. They do nc 
tin essarily represent the opinion of Longwood College, us undents, staff, administration, or trustees. 
Stop Smoking. 
American Heart 
Association 0 
Pot in the 90s: It's Not Just For Smoking Anymore 
Hy P.J. GUttfl 
I IK past lew weeks has seen the 
formation oi another special interest 
group in the I armvilk area BACH, 
the Business Alliance ii>i (lonunerce 
in Hemp, has sei up a chapter on die 
LongWOOd campus     Although not 
\n oilu uiiy recognized by the ad 
ministration, confidence within the 
organization is high that theii voice 
will u- beard 
Said the group's co founda and 
president I bmmy Birchen, "< lurpur- 
pose is in cducast people aboui the 
man) iisesot the bempplant, mostol 
which people are unaware ot" 
\j to the many usesol hemp, lack 
Merer, authorol the Emperor Wears 
Not 'Miles, liits thirteen distinct uses 
Among these are textiles and fab 
liU'i andpulppaper, rope, twine 
and cordage, boirnassenergv. [fuel], 
medk ine, tood oils and protein, and 
building materials and bousing n 
ihii plant is so versatile, then we must 
.isk ourselves why was n made ille 
gal? Ilns is a perplexing question, 
One lui which Ibt answers are vague 
and conliailulory at best. 
One ol Ihc answers is inarguable: 
bemp produces marijuana, Marijuana 
is classified by the government as a 
Schedule ICOnU oiled substance, which 
means the drug has "no accepted medi- 
cal use " 
Tins is where government agen- 
cies start io contradict each other, 
because according Io a 1°8(> forty-six 
page report by Robert ('. Bonner. a 
DMA administrator, "beyond doubt, 
the 11.inns tint marijuana is medicine 
are false, dangerous and cruel." 
Mr Bonner goes on io say thai 
long lime users risk "serious side ef- 
fects'1 as well a- "cancer, glaucoma. 
multiple sclerosis, and other diseases" 
However, Mi Bonnet neither of- 
fersnoi provklesanyevidenceordocu 
mentation to support ins claims Has 
leads iii io the contradiction, because 
according to a stud) done b) DEA 
BACH membar Pete (iiilis diitributea hemp iwarenasa 
literature at  the  \inelia Cotintv Fair. 
adminisirauvejudge FrancisL. Young 
in 1()88 "...marijuana in it's natural 
form is one of the safest therapeuli- 
cally active substances known to 
man.". 
Judge Young reached this conclu- 
sion alter weeks of hearings, which 
included (he leslimony ol dOCtOTSand 
of patients undergoing marijuana treat- 
ment Mr Bonner refutes this finding 
by stating that "any mind altering 
drug that pnxluces euphoria can make 
a sick person think he feels better." 
But making someone "think" the> 
feel better Is the idea behind placebos, 
a medical practice of giving patients 
"sugar pills" in lieu of actual medical 
treatment, something doctors have 
done lor yean 
By tins argument, tnarijuana ma) 
have a legitimate medical use. Inn 
studies point to that there tat) be 
man lo H lh.in being simply a phi 
echo [he biggest problem surround 
mglhe medical inarijuana issue is th.u 
the quality of the research is verj 
rxxir, because Ol a l''76goveritinen 
i.ii ban on marijuana research, 
Other reasons lor (he prohibition 
ol bemp and marijuana stem from the 
I930's Much ot the blame fa the 
bad image associated with this pl.nu 
goes io William Randolph Hearst 
Hearst .mil in-s methodo( "yellow 
loiiiiuiism" brought marijuana ua 
among Mexican and Aim,in Amen 
cms Into the public eve 
Playing iwi (he public's lear and 
prejudices ol these minorit) groups 
Hearst portrayed them as "demons, 
uiuici the influence ol marijuana, phi) 
lag aim wiuic 'voodoo satanic' cnu 
tic (jazz) "and" marijuana< 
ues raping white women 
Ihrough constant repetition ol then 
Ihemc v He,ii M managed Io sv%av pub 
Ik opinion to (he thought thai m.ii i 
in.III.i .mil marijuana smokers wen , 
'menace" and that tbok "e\d ways' 
needed to be slopped to preserve ill. 
American way of life. 
Bui what Hearst meant by "the 
American way of life" included a 
strict set of Apartheid laws. Another 
of the factors that led to prohibition 
was industrial. 
It was in 1937 that Dul'ont pat- 
ented his sulfuric acid process lor 
making paper from wood pulp ()ver 
the next 50 years this process was io 
account for more than 80% of 
DuPont's business If not for hemp 
prohibition. 80% of Dul'ont's busi- 
ness would not have come 10 be. 
This is because (he process of 
making paper from hemp is less n 
pensive, easier, and requires fewer 
chemicals. Seeing (heir future prof- 
Ms m icopardy. Dul'oni and Andrew 
Mellon, his chief financial advisor, 
met with Hearst Paper Manufactm 
ing.   TTicy held a series ol secrel 
meetings in which the) began ;i con 
spiracy thai marked the end ol legal 
cannabis hemp. 
For the first tune in the K.OtX) year 
lelationshipbetween man and hemp, 
there are laws that forbid the culm a- 
lion. use oi sale of hemp  1 mm 1631 
until the early 1800's in the Amen 
cas, cannabis hemp was acceptable 
is legal tender cash. It was even 
possible to pay your taxes w ith it, this 
was ail III order IO eniice American 
farmers to grow more hemp. 
In Virginia from 1763 to 1767, 
fanners were jailed fa not growing 
hemp in limes ol shortage.   Iii the 
I H(X)' s cannabis hemp was one of the 
Chid cash crops ol the South So 
.liter sharing such a long and profit 
able association with this plant, ■?
total prohibition seems strange, But 
ihequesiiixireniaiiis.wh.il does hemp 
i in that makes n such an attractive 
crop? 
lu ma society wt rel) heavily on 
non-renew.ibie natural resources In 
ssitian IllOyc.usol use of crude oil 
md it'sby-prodUCtS, we have drained 
vast underground oceans   We have 
also destroyed huge ex pauses of lim- 
berland. It is obvious that these re- 
sources will not hold out against our 
voracious appetite, we must find new 
sources io supply ixir energy and 
material needs. 
Hemp is one of the alternatives 
The pro-hemp groups (such as 
BACH) claim that the hemp plain 
could once ag;iin play a vital role in 
(he fulfilling of these needs I hey 
also offer dial one acre ol hemp can 
produce as much paper as four acres 
olforesi, hemp is also an annual plain 
that grows an average oi sixteen feet 
in a season 
Another claim is that by plaining 
6% of land in the I Inited Suites with 
hemp, that il could supply the 73 
quadrillion billion BTUs of energy 
needed to supply the nation in a >eai 
Ifthese claims are accurate, than hemp 
is indeed one of our future possibili- 
ties. 
This brings back die question ol 
marijuana and It's recreational use 
(or abuse), The startling statistic is 
that, in recorded medical history, not 
one person has died from smoking 
marijuana This is in comparison lo 
the staggering number ol people that 
die 11om alcohol (3M).(K)0+). tobacco 
(300,000+), or even aspirin (180- 
1000) 
Approximately the same number 
ol people are laded each year lor 
smoking marijuana (500,000+), as 
die  Irom alcohol and tobacco use 
There have been no comprehensive 
studies to prove thai marijuana amok 
ing is detrimental  In fad, Sdcntifk 
American suggests that" the brain 
pnxluces a natural cannabinoid-llke 
substance.'' In Ug^Mof mta informa- 
tion, il seems likely th.u we hau 
witnessed another bom oi "yellow 
lounialisiic"aimed ate;innabis hemp 
Organizations, such as BACH, trj 
io promote awareness ot the hemp 
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The Rotunda is an Asso- 
ciated Collegiate Press and 
Columbia Scholastic Press 
Association award-winning 
newspaper. Questions or 
comments should be directed 
to our main office at < 804) 
393-2120 or faxed to (804) 
395-2237. 
plain in hopea that, upon ihe public 
will see me positive aspects, and not 
l"s| t'1 n  muling the 
hemp plain     As |he facts seem to 
ihibitlon is unneces 
indpertusjM even harmful to botii 
i the environment 
The Rotunda (K-IOIHT 5,1992 Page 3 
Your Opinion 
The Rotunda welcomes letters from all members of the Longwood 
College community on issues of public Interest I -Liters must be typewrit- 
ten or printed, of 450 words or less, and must include the writers name, 
address, and telephone number  This information is lor verification 
purposes only. The writer's name will be printed with his or her letter 
unless the Rotunda is requested and given a valid reason to withhold that 
information. We reserve die right to edit the length and content of letters, 
letters should be sent to: 
Editor in Chiel 
The Rotunda 
longwood College Box 2<X)1 
Fannville, VA. 23909 
Letters to the Editor do not necessarily reflect the opinions of 
the Rotunda.  The purpose of this column is to provide a forum 
for public discussion of issues, events, organizations, or per- 
sons. 
SGA Member Dislikes Rotunda 
Student Activities Overlooked 
Library Fails To Serve Some Needs 
Editor, Rotunda: 
Because 1 am a freshman. I do not 
know the history of the Rotunda .How- 
ever, so lar I have been disgusted by it. 
In die first issue, you plastered the 
front page with the headline "SGA 
Besieged By Conflict" Because I 
was already involved in the SGA, this 
did not scare me off. However. I know 
many freshmen who were scared off 
by it. Instead of greeting the new 
students with some good news about 
I.ongwood. you chose to attack the 
Student Government. 
The second week you gave every- 
one a condom and told us to "just use 
it." You even got Longwixxl into the 
national news   Not for being such I 
good school, but for allowing condoms 
lo be dispensed in the newspaper. 
And finally this week, you publi- 
cized the salaries of all of the faculty 
and administration I know (his is 
public information, but why publicize 
it so' II someone wanted to know this, 
they could have gone and looked it up 
for themselves. 
All of these articles seem to me to 
be nothing more than publicity stunts. 
You rarely bother to tell about the 
good things going on around campus, 
only the bad. publicity-grabbing ones 
Stop being a tabloid and just try to be 
a good newspaper. 
Bed) Baden 
Editor, Rotunda: 
I am writing in response to 
your September 28, 1992, publi- 
cation of the Rotunda. I am ap- 
palled by the blatant waste of 
space in the paper. I frankly 
couldn't give a piss in the wind 
about who makes what at this 
schixil, many of your "facts" were 
incorrect anyway, and if I really 
wanted to know. I could have re- 
searched them myself. However, 
that is not the focus of my con- 
cern. 
You managed to spend so 
much time and space researching 
and printing salaries (hat many 
large events on campus which 
should have been the focus of 
your paper were overlooked. Whal 
weekend,   which is   the   most 
popular weekend at Longwood, was 
forgotten? Oktoberfest perhaps? Ring 
a bell.' Our school spends so much 
money on (his weekend to bring spe- 
cial events and not a single column 
was written. In last week's paper's 
Opinion section, your editorial board 
declared that "to (he Rotunda, the col- 
lege is not Dr. Dorrill, Phyllis 
Mable.lt is (he students who are 
Longwood. It is (hey for whom we 
have primary concern." If your con- 
cern is for (he students, why don't you 
publicize the things we are concerned 
with — our events. The faculty's 
salaries we in public record and are 
accessible to us. 
One major thing thai was excluded 
front the paper is (he production of 
LlUle Marv Sunshine, which 
I.ongwixxlstudents,over lOOol them, 
have spent four hard weeks of prepa- 
ration on. and which Longwixxl Col- 
lege has spent thousands on in pro- 
duction costs, including hiring a pro- 
fessional actress/dancer/choreogra- 
pher (o direct ;uid a professional COS- 
turner to design, bolli of whom leach 
classes at Longwood. 
It is your job to make known cam- 
pus events, all of them. Lillle Marv 
Sunshine received no publicity, and 
we would like to (hank you. I( is really 
nice 10 know dial your TV. dircctoiy 
and your inclusion of "Thing! Thai 
Suck" are deemed by you to be more 
important than Oklobcrlcsi and all of 
its activities. 1 believe thai many 
siudcnis would beg to differ. So pal 
yourself on the back for pulling stu- 
dents first, why don't you tell US things 
that we are paying for (thai we really 
do care about), and (hal aren't easily 
accessible And students, did you 
know that within youriuilion you have 
already paid to see (he theatrical pro- 
ductions? Maybe if you knew about 
the pnxluclions, you could make use 
of (he money you have already spent. 
Ihank you Rotunita for your thorough 
coverage of relevant campus events. 
Ann Renee Heim 
Jessica Biliones 
Terri Cooper 
Editor, Rotunda. 
I went to the new library to check 
out a Nxik and the Nxik had an avail 
able stains but was not on die shell in 
the general Stacks .is Indicated  I pro- 
ceeded to the front desk, and they 
apparently had the book in I he base 
ineni 
My point is thai every tune 1 go to 
check (Hit a book. I can never find the 
b<x>k 1 am looking loi on Ihe shell I 
tried saving some nine by going 
straight to the front desk, aftei finding 
oul (lie status of the rxxtk on ihe 
computers. The person at the front 
desk told me lo go upstairs 10 check 
tor the book when all along it was in 
the basement 
What I want to know is. why ikx.'s 
Ihe library keep giving me the "run- 
aiound '" It there is nix enough s|>,ue 
on the shelves upstairs, then wb) a as 
the library so poort) designed'    It 
there is not enough help to move the 
books upstairs, then why not offer a 
lemporar) job to students to do (he 
moving?   [hese are all questions l 
would like to have answered 
Chris Young 
Reality, Not Utopia 
Editor, Rotunda: 
I am writing in response to the 
recent waves ot controversy created 
by hurricane Rotunda. 
Loosen up, Longwood! lake a 
step back and remove Ihe provcibal 
blinders We do not live in a Utopian 
society, nor do we attend a perfect 
school. 
A newspaper's job is to inform 
Ihe information is nt« always favoi 
able to certain panics; however K is 
slill vilal to the public You do not 
have to agree with Ihe information or 
the newspaper's stand, bin the infor- 
mation at the very least should excite 
dormant brain cells into act ion instead 
Of painting a pretty picture lo satisfy 
the ruling class 
The Condom issue raised eyebrows, 
and gasps could be heard nationwide. 
(iive me a break! 
Faculty Support for Newspaper Content 
This is my third year teaching ai 
I .ongwood College, and until Ihe past 
week, controversial issues were blan- 
keted in silence (with (he exception of 
the small protest of the Rodney King 
verdict last semester). However, the 
silence was shaucred last week fol- 
lowing (he distribution of the condom- 
containing issue of the Rotunda. 1 or 
(hose students who are unaware, this 
innocuous event has created quite a 
siir among (he administration. The 
editor of the paper and her staff have 
been accused by some I .ongwood ad- 
ministrators of being "yellow journal- 
ists" and "irresponsible" for placing a 
free condom in the newspaper, This 
"incident" has been reported in sev- 
eral articles in die Richnumd 'Dints 
Dispatch. 
The "SEX" headline sprawled 
across the front page certainly caught 
the reader's attention, but thai doss 
not make the staff "yellow journal- 
ists " livery newspaper musl liavc a 
readership lo survive; every newspa- 
per prints "eye-catching" headlines 
Was me headline and enclosed condom 
a tactic to elicit greater readership.' 
Sure. Is that ptxif journalism ' No, 
thai is simply maikeiing the newspa- 
per toward a student population. 
I acuity and administrators often 
complain about students being irre- 
sponsible We want students to be- 
come more "responsible" drinkers. 
scholars, and citizens. The free 
condom provided in the paper was 
supposed to be a tangible reminder to 
readers to be responsible about sexual 
activity Although condoms are not 
one hundred percent effective in pre- 
venting either pregnancy or sexually 
transmitted diseases, they certainly 
provide more protection man sex with- 
out die "device." Students' failure to 
use a comliMii is the irresponsible be- 
havior about which we should be con- 
cerned. 
More importantly, most students 
arc legally adults, with most of the 
rights and responsibilities accompa- 
nying dial status Students, regardless 
ot age. have the right lo free speech, 
which the newspaper mil has exer- 
cised Student! also have the right to 
participate in electing our local and 
national leaders. Students on tins cam- 
pus are given die responsibility of 
defending this country, it was not so 
long ago dial Deans' offices were 
adorned with red, while, and blue rib- 
bons in remembrance of our students 
away fighting in die Persian (lull war. 
If students arc adull enough to be 
killed in die hue of duly, they BN 
certainly adull enough to receive a 
free condom in a newspaper 
lee Bidwell, I'h.D 
Assistant Professor 
of Sociology 
Thank You, Longwood 
Editor, Rotunda: 
I am writing to pay a sincere thanks 
to a very special group 01 students 
lege to be associated during my years 
at Longwood. 
These students are primarily An- 
tliropology majors, although some are 
Sociology, and still others are English 
majors or from the host of majors 
offered. As diverse as their interests 
are, these people share a common 
bond, that being a keen interest in and, 
indeed, even a passion for archaeol- 
ogy, as well as a deep respect for 
Longwood's Archaeology Field 
School Director. Dr. James W. Jor- 
dan. 
RecenUy. a group of these fine 
people gathered at a local restaurant 
Not all were present, for some had 
obligations, and others had graduated 
and moved on, yet they were there in 
Pace it folks, most college students 
are going to have sex, because H c;ui 
be. with the right person, at the right 
moment, the most Incredible and ex 
citing experience; bowevei there are 
some very real dangers, such STD'l 
and AIDS If the condom issue saved 
one life, it is more than worth the 
controversy u caused 
And what's all the luss over the 
publications ot salaries?   Shouldn't 
we, as students and tax payers, know 
bow our money is spent? Yes, I think 
sol 
Here's a piece of advice for those 
ol you who's feathers were milled by 
Ihe Rotunda Ihe articles made you 
think and relied on life, Congraiula 
lions. Rotunda . on a |ob well done 
MB Stradley 
Geography Club Not Just Fun 
spirit. While gathered, this group 
called U order in die ritualistic man- 
ner thai befits mem, one of their pat- 
ented administrative meetings, at 
which time diey honored me. wished 
me well, said many nice and embar- 
rassing things about me. and men sent 
me on my way to graduate school. 
I want to thank these dear friends 
and close by saying that I hone that I 
can prove myself wormy of their 
friendship and their praise, and mat if 
mere ever arose an opportunity to work 
with any of them again. I would readily 
accept. 
With kindest regards and deep sin- 
cerity, I am, 
Brian Bates 
Longwixxl Class of 1992 
Anthropology 
University of London 
Community Member Supports Press 
Editor, Rotumla: 
Do you know where Bosnia is 
located?   Mow about Somalia'   Or 
even I ouisiana? You might beasking 
yourself why the locations of these 
countries should even matter lo me 
Well, its important because Uiat is 
one of Ihe basic elements ol gCOgra 
phy: place name recognition. With- 
out it. we wouldn't know where 
we've been, where we are. or where 
we're going. 
Another basic elemenl of geogra- 
phy deals wilh culture If we don't 
know about or understand the ways of 
life of people who surround us, live in 
the nexl suite, or much less another 
country, then how are we to Intend in 
a positive manner? 
If ytHi arc wondering whal I'm 
trying to get at, it is this. Whether we 
realize itor not, geography effectsoui 
everyday lives. Everything Cram how 
my vole will alled the 1992Presiden- 
tial Election to how much I will have 
to pay next year to attend college to 
Ihe future of race/ethnic relations in 
this country in light ol die LA riots 
If this hits peaked your curiosity, I 
invite you to come and see die world 
from a unique perspective The inter 
esl meeting for the (ieography Club 
will be held Wednesday, October 14 
al 3:00 pin in Conference Rtxim 1 at 
I anklohl Student Union.  If you are 
Interested, bm unable to attend, call 
Jim al 4078 for more inlonnalion 
There are many ideas for activities 
within the club to increase cultural 
awareness. Ihey include visits to 
embassies ;uid museums, interesting 
ipealMW, willy   slide presentations, 
watching a movie, or ptayinf games 
with a geography iheine. 
Inn Spcckhart 
Editor, Rotunda: 
Re "Longwixxl Newspaper Under 
I lie'' (Richmond limes-Dispatch, 
Sept 27). Thomas Jefferson wrote "a 
free and an informed populace are the 
basis of a free and democratic soci- 
ety." 
Ihe college newspaper is an inte- 
gral part of campus life and academic 
milieu. Al limes, the press is going to 
be controversial—offend, alienate and   LOngWOOCJ BeSt AS It IS 
even infuriate comfortable. Illiberal 
faculty and administrators. 
Maintain your integrity. Erin 
I ton'l let die turkeys muzzle your lirsi 
Amendment promise 
Editor, Rotunda 
lo the Students ol longwixxl: 
Besi Wishes. 
Philip Nathan 
Various Moralities Evaluated 
LAFF Welcomes All 
Editor, Rotunda: 
This is lo correct an assumption 
made in die September 14 issue by 
Jennie Fennel] in her article introduc- 
ing the two new Special inkiest halls 
We all. AIL. I .ongwood Alcohol Free 
ROOT, Invite III students here at 
Longwixxl lo our various activities 
I lei statement "anyone who does not 
dunk alcohol is invited lo dicse pai- 
ties'' creates ■?bias mat we will not 
uphold  As ol yet. there are also only 
fifteen members of our hall, though 
we are hoping to quickly expand. 
Members ol I.All- 
A Reminder 
Editor, Rotund,i 
has meetings once a week   Persona 
Once again. I would like to iniro-  interested in joining I 'Ml Y should 
dOCi l'NI'1 Y to the Longwixxl Cam-   call 195-2352 to set up an interview 
pus   Unity is the gay. lesbian, and Phone calls will be returned with dis- 
bisexual alliance lor longwixxl and eretion 
llanipden-Sydney colleges   UNITY IINITY 
Editor, Rotumla: 
What shall we follow, die old mo- 
rality or die new ' I he answei deter- 
mines whether any person or society 
will fail or succeed We observe dial 
the "new liberation" has produced a 
never-ending crop ol unwanted, de- 
formed, and addicted children bom lo 
unwed paients, ami pushing America 
to moral and financial bankruptcy. 
Plus untold millions ol abortionstttd 
a worldwide epidemic ol sexually- 
transmitted diseases and child por- 
nography. Sexual assault at hi Is at 
least one m lour women — ad 
lnliniium 
Bui the "old morality" is also 
tlawed Many under these ■stems 
arc'denied contraception and Other 
rights necessary lor the freedom and 
dignityofwomenandchildren Integ- 
uid honesty may even I 
secondary to dogma or cnltmal arro- 
It is obvious that bold die old le- 
galism and ihe new liberation have 
something lootfer; bul either taken lo 
extremes is catastrophic    Wi 
constraints and freedom, responsibil- 
ity and space To capture tins healthy 
balance depends on out view ol liu 
man Datum ideally as rxxly, mind, 
and spirit nurtured by home, school 
■Ml society, but DO! forgetting rever- 
ence lo me Mystery behind it all 
Ann landers says hei DtOSl Impa 
taut counsel when problems over 
whelm is "hxik up and pray. God 
lor you " And the great Hebrew 
prophet Isaiah assures ui ' ilr 
wail upon the Lord shall renew their 
strength, they shall mount up with 
wings like eagles 
Harvey I ester Sp 
tretired USMCAUS Army* 
|)o you waul Longwixxl to Ita | I 
college or would you like il lo become 
a university? 
Many students applied  to 
Longwixxl loi die sole reason ol it 
i small SChOOl 
No one likes to be a niimlxr   We 
want lobe known by name Then are 
othei reasons as well, bm the major 
reason i-. to \K an individual, nol |iisl 
another student - one ol 12,000 or 
mine 
Many schools are so large dial you 
could walk on campus all da) and m I 
recognize one other persoi 
Here, you at let ilze every 
othei person, every fourth person you 
an  i. hi lo and every sixth person 
you sli p to have a ion .' i .a with 
I be close knit community ol 
I ongwood is what makes ihiscollege 
so unique   A university does not ami 
cannot can) out traditions as we do 
ilure arc -ery lew large classes 
besides laboratory classes  The pro 
i. know us b) nam   rn I 
sennit;, mimlxi 
i the extra help 
needed to |    I 
lion Professors have Ihe desire loi all 
students to he successful and aicgcnu 
inely interested In our well being 
Larking is already a problem, Il 
wi mid be I disaster il the college were 
to expand I ines In the dining hail are 
outrageous, so another cafeteria would 
I lx built    I Ins would break up 
die nine students get to visit one ■?
othei 
I IK same Hung loi t'lZfl HlM pizza 
ihe ime is forming before time to eat 
all the way oul Ihe dixir and into the 
hallway 
ilk post office is so tight, itudcntt 
have lo take turns to get into the cubby 
holes to open llx-u mailbox Could 
you imagine what kind Ol hues we 
would run into it LongWOOd B 
iniversity? 
LongWOOd is strong and ti.i   Ixrn 
sin ii a sin i ess because ol Hi small 
Community, family like atmosphere. 
So many schools are expanding 
that it would lx- ill Ihe Ixst interest ol 
Longwood ami the students (faculty, 
U  traditional by slaying just 
Mandl Ping 
P«M 4 The Rotunda October 5, 19V2 
ENTER TA IN ME NT 
By Teresita Edwards 
On September H), 1992, Littfc 
Sunstow opened al K:00 p in in 
n Auditorium 
Hi. i   let in tbe Col i 
Inn,   high in the Rocky MountailU 
n so high in the Rocky 
Mountains it would not be bard to 
believe that everyone sbrainhasbeen 
d b) the dun mountain an 
I in- SI I was the lirsi aspect ol the 
play that caught the audience's eye 
I he stage was filled with Doi 
some cii which danced with the musi< 
Also on the stage was a totem pole, 
ami an old lasliioned while cottage 
iiiai was beautiful 
[he set new. managed by Carla 
Crawley, should he proud 
The music was memorable, and 
Ann Renee lleim basa beautiful voice 
and a supa German accent. Tbemu- 
sical portion ol the play, directed by 
Nam > Sherman was marvelous, 
Ash* the play itself, itopenedwith 
ivordsin the Indian language, by 
( hiel Brown Bear.playedb) R 
Settle 
The nexi scene involved die fores) 
i   who bavethe life threatening 
IHIMII taking careol the forest around 
the Colorado Inn 
Life around this place seems too 
simple 10 constda their |obs a life 
threatening one (thai was suppose to 
be the joke) 
i he characters in this pla) were 
supposed to be really simple minded 
They une saying all the right words. 
but really weren't being silly enough 
to make the audience realize that they 
not serious 
I Ins was suppose lo he a farce, an 
exaggerated comedy Where was (he 
exaggeration?   This play  was sup- 
posed (0 he so absurd, and so ridicu- 
lous dial one couldn't help but laugh. 
I lure were a number ol instance! 
where the viewer could see that the 
H well as the main character, 
I inkMar> Sunshinccooldhavebeen 
enhanced by more exaggeration of the 
ills     I his lack ol exorbitant 
behavior is a key factor in making this 
type ol play funny. 
The key. sorry to say was not found 
in time to unlock the d<x>r to the 
audience's funny bone. 
TUNES INXS Album Shows Potential By Chris Young 
INXS  Welcome h> Wherever Yi>u 
Am. Atlantic Rirauh 
Hy now. almost everyone who 
watches M I'Vor listens lo top fort) 
radio has beard **Not Enough Time," 
the newest release from the Austra 
han group INXS. Thesoogisthe 
lust release oil oi the hand's new 
album, Welcome i<> Wherever You 
Ire,    and is doing quite well on 
smgles chart, as well asgetting video 
an pi.i 
I be album, released last month, 
is die band's diird album in as main 
years, 
Although the hand's last album 
was live, it did feature some new 
music that nevei received anj 
lion. 
This album contains twelve new 
songs and is then first studio album 
since .v was released in 1990 With 
the little success ol then last two 
albums, INXS is hoping lo regain the 
pOpularit) they enjoyed with their 
hit album. KICK 
The lirsi song on the album is 
entitled "Questions," and through- 
out the lirsi lour songs, the hand 
leaves a question as to whether this 
album is a flop  However, with the 
tilth Hack. "Not Enough rime." the 
album begins to take oil. and by the 
tenth track. "Back On Line," it is 
Cleat dial INXS is hack on line and 
has a ical chance at having a success 
tnl album 
Even with a fair number of good 
songs. I don'I see this album setting 
any sales records. It will be difficult 
lor this album to chart well because of 
the five or so songs thai are not very 
good. 
However the oilier half of the al- 
bum leaves the band will a chance at 
having some hit singles 
I don't recommend this album lor 
everyone, but tans of INXS'S music 
will enjoy it. 
For those of you who don't like 
INXS. you can feel good about the 
b;ind for packaging the album in the 
environmentally conscious "jewel 
box". 
PAIRET'S ,NC 
136 • 140 NORTH MAIN ST.. FAflMVIlLE, VIRGINIA ■?392-3221 
First Place 
Second Place 
Third Place 
$100 
DESIGN A 
T-SHIRT CONTEST 
FOR 
LONGWOOD COLLEGE 
We are looking for a design that will appeal to all LC stu- 
dents. All entries must be brought to Pairet's by 5pm on 
10/31/92. Entries can be from individuals or organiza- 
tions. Designs will be judged on originality & appeal. 
, YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE AN ARTIST TO WIN! 
Contest runs 10/1/92 thru 10/31/92 - Call 392-3221 for more info. 
SAGES By The Reverend T. Birdscheidt 
The Abolition of Work and Other 
Essa\s. Bob Black (Loompanics 
Unltd.). 
Bob Black began making a name 
for himself when he started con- 
structing and distributing a number 
of one-page rants, brags, manifestos, 
and lists 
Even within such an unknown 
and ignored genre where uniqueness 
is very common. Black's work still 
manages to stand out. He uses the 
best talents of the lunatic fringe think- 
ers with a deadly combination of 
humor and seriousness to express 
himself In a biting and memorable 
way 
"No one should ever work." Thus 
begins "The Abolition of Work." In 
this essay. Bob Black calls work 
(which he defines minimally as "forced 
labor" and "compulsory production") 
"the source of all misery in the world." 
He proposes that it be replaced 
with play, which he describes as" I c s 
tivity, creativity, conviviality, 
commensalily. and art." In addition to 
thisessay, the bookincludesover thirty 
more essays, rants, speeches, reviews, 
and lists of statements, puns, ques- 
tions, and one-liners.   Some of the 
pieces included are "These on 
Groucho Marxism." "Ass(Holism)," 
"Let Us Prey." and "Anarchism and 
Other Impediments to Anarchy." 
The Abolition of Work and Other 
Essays is refreshing and entertain- 
ing, not only because of its wonder- 
fully strange humor, but also because 
the obscure, often ignored, subject 
matter is approached and handled by 
the author in an unusual and chal- 
lenging manner. It is one of the best 
books I have ever read, and it should 
be at the top of your reading list. 
*^ 
PR I NCI PI. IS  of SOI  N I)   R I. MENT   INN I 
IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS 
EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF 
THROUGH RETIREMENT. 
Think about supporting yourself for At TIAA-CREF, we not only under- 
twenty-five, thirty years or longer stand the value of starting early, we 
in retirement. It might be the greatest can help make it possible—with flexible 
financial test you'll ever face. Fortunately, retirement and tax-deferred annuity 
you have one valuable asset in your plans, a diverse portfolio of investment 
favor. Time. choices, and a record of personal 
Time to take advantage of tax-deferral, service that spans 75 years. 
Time for your money to grow. Over a million people in education 
But starting early is key. Consider this: and research are already enrolled in 
if you begin saving just $100 a month at America's largest retirement system, 
age thirty, you can accumulate $192,539* Find out how easy it is to join them. Call 
by the time you reach age sixty-five. today and learn how simple it is to put 
Wait ten years and you'd need to set aside yourself through retirement when you 
$1«7 a month to reach the same goal. have time and TIAA-CREF on your side. 
Start planning yourfuture. Call our Enrollment Hotline 1800 842-2888. 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it." 
- 
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by the 
Student Union Campus Calendar 
I110sJ.1v 
October 6 
student Govtrnmtnl 
Association: SGA mi 
Ipm l ankford 
But kingham Room 
Departmental   Recital: 
1 30pm Wygal 
Field Hockey; Randolph 
Macon 4pm Barlow I ield 
It    Workshop:    Inter 
\ iewing skills  6pm 2nd 
i S Ruffner 
l ecture: William Buckle) 
Business l xe< uth t in 
7pm l.-ll.»rs 
IM-RFC: [ennisDoublea 
M/W Bntrj Blanks Due 
ll.T 
Wednesday 
October 7 
I < Workshop: Resume 
( over I etter   6pm 2nd 
' S Ruffner 
Rotunda Stall Mooting: 
We need you come join 
u-1 6pm Rotunda Office 
in 1 ankford 
l PI icture: Seekers of the 
Supernatural Ed & 
l orraine Warren 8pm 
i ommonwealth Ballroom 
IM-REC: Indoor So 
\l l ntn Blanks Due Her 
Thursday 
October 8 
Friday 
October 9 
Saturday 
October 10 
Sunday 
October 11 
College CotUtcik   Meet 
ing     11 20am Amelia 
Room 
i ommutei Student Asso- 
ciation: i SA meets   Ipm 
imutet l ounge 
LanCtI      Productions: 
Meet in 1 1 5pm 
Lankford 
< .u ok 1 centre: Maureen 
ipm larman 
i\i Rl i      Badminton 
I doubles M Entry Blanks 
Due    Her 
LP Movie: "Beauty & the    Soccer:   Daris & Elkins. 
Beast" 9pm ( ommon-    2pm 1st. Ave. Field 
wealth Ballroom 
Information on events should 
be submitted to the Rotunda 
Box 2901 by theThursdaypre- 
ceding the appropriate issue of 
the paper. 
Monday 
October 12 
CCSpecial Program: Self- 
Assessment - Interests, 
Skills, & Values. 4pm 
Career Center 
LP Movie: "Beauty & the 
Beast" 9pm Common- 
wealth Ballroom 
IM-REC: Volleyball-W 
Entry Blanks Due. Her 
I lie Rotunda October 5, IW2 TELEVISION Pull-Out 
MONDAY . FRIDAY nAyriu^ 
10:30 
2    CNN 
3    WTBS 
4    ESPN 
5    H60 
«    WTVR 
7    WRLH 
I    WRIC 
9    WCVE 
10   WGN 
11   WJPR 
12   WWRT 
13   WSET 
14   TNT 
16   SHOW 
17   DISN 
11   MTV 
19   NtCK 
M    TNN 
22   FAM 
23   ACTS 
24 USA 
25 WWOR 
2(   ME 
27   LIFE 
28   TDC 
a BET 
30   HTS 
10:00 
Movie 
11:00 11:30 
MomingNyw Living in'901    Davwatch        Crier A Co 
Sportscenter 
Movie Cont d 
Sportscenter   | Body by Joke [Getting FH 
Family Feud Chaeongo 
Varied Programs 
12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 
NewsHour 
Perry Mason 
In Motion Bodyshaping 
Sonyi Live 
2:00 2:30 
Newsday 
Mo.e Var 
Varied PTogrtoit 
Programs 
3:00 3:30 
International Hour 
Tow 4 Jerry     Fkntstones 
KM M 
700 Club 
Join Rivers 
Insjruchonal ProgrMimng 
NnyMHM 
Gunsmoke 
Saty Jessy Raphael 
Jerry Spnnger^ 
CHrPs 
c-n! u 
Mickey Cere Bears 
John No«rj| Cont'd 
Pnct It Right 
Andy GnfRth     Rush L. 
Montel WiHujmt 
In the Heat of IV Night 
|Young end the Restless ;Botd. Beautiful 
Mattock 
News Loving | All My Children 
Instructional Programming 
Joan Rivers 
Jenny Jones 
Santa Barbara 
How the West W»s Won 
Vened Program! 
GerUdo 
700 Club 
s Court 
Ftrth Daniels 
Loving 
K. Copelend     Infatuation 
Days ot Our Lives 
All My Children 
Mc.r 
At the World Turns 
jVaned Programs 
4:00 
i ^'iy n Ml 
Jetsons 
4:30 T 5:00 
Inside Polrbcs 
Brady Bunch 
EertyPnme 
Happy Days 
5:30 
Showbii 
Happy Days 
Varied Programs 
Jenny Jones 
Guiding Light 
One Lite to Live 
InstruchonaM'rogrjmrr, ng 
Mer  Melodies   Tom and Jerry 
General Hospital 
MeuryPovKh 
Tiny Toon Batman 
GerekJo 
Design. W._   G.dget 
Bu'iwmne Chip n Dale 
Another World 
Oneliletoli.e 
Movie Mo. if 
Andy Griffith 
Casper 
Dr-s.gr,  w 
Sesame Street 
Saved by Bell 
Me- Melodies 
Golden Guts 
Gtntrsf Hosprtai 
Oumrr. Bears  |Lunch Bo»       | Walt Disney Presents 
David-Gnome  | Little Koala     lEuroekt's Castle 
Steve Isaacs 
VideoMoming Cont a 
Elephant Show 
700 Club 
Cookm' U.S.A. 
Worship Worship 
Heart lo Heart |Paid Program 
Murder, She Wrote 
Infatuation 
Cope 
IMunsters 
Movie Com d 
Movie 
Divorce Court   Divorce Court 
Richard Bey 
Fugitive 
Vened Programs 
Triple Threat   [Generations 
Sportswire Cont d 
Cholesterol 
Our Voices 
Sportswire 
Graham Kerr 
Var. Programs 
Paid Program 
Var Programs 
Worsh-p 
The Judge      ,The Judge 
Paid Program 
Worship 
News 
Vaned Programs 
Frug  Gourmet 
Easy Does It 
Shop Til Drop  Supermarket 
Movie |Vaned Programs iFraggle Rock    Wonderland 
Varied Programs 
Nooiles Lrttl  Bits 
Crook and Chase 
Bonanta: The Lost Episodes 
Muppets 
Be a Star 
Father Knows 
Dennis 
Top Card 
My 3 Sons 
Flipper 
Cookm'USA   On Stage 
Looney Tunes 
incred'Ble Animal Hour 
Three Stooges 
Tom and Jerry 
Lamb Chop 
MurkHogen 
Goof Troop 
Cosby Show 
Barney 
Fkntstones 
Tmy Toon Batmen 
Oprah Winfrey 
Love Connect.  Inside Edition   Donahue 
Hard Copy 
Dart»mg 
Night Court 
Sg  1TV 
Gamemaslers 
Goof Troop 
Movie 
Vaned Programs 
Rattle and Roll 
>-angin  MU 
Underdog 
Donald Duck     Kids (ncorp 
Totally Pauly 
Yogi Bear Arcade 
Club DtftM 
Archie Friends Mono Bra*. 
Vaned Programs 
Superior Court [Supenor Court Sale-Century    Lose or Drew 
M 
Rockford Files 
Homeworks      Kitchen E«p. 
Born Lucky 
Heart 1 Soul R»B Video Soul 
VsW. Proywm 
Magnum. P.I 
Hollywood Sg   Scrabble 
Hawaii Five-0 
Movie 
China Beach 
Cholesterol      Graham Kerr 
Thirty something 
Easy Does It 
I2SK Pyramid |Press Yr. Luck 
I m h it 
Fugitive 
Mickey Mouse 
Hangm'MTV 
Hey Dude 
Be a Star VideoPM 
Popeye Insp Gadget 
Sunshine Fee jActt Children 
Cartoon Eipress 
Star Search     Leave-Beaver 
Vaned Programs 
Mart) 
Varied Progiams 
IMM .'brations 
Post Pimkco     Vaned Progn B Lewis 
| Beyond 2100 
Rap City 
Dooiey 5 Woods       jVar Program, 
MONDAY EVENING 
2    CNN 
3    WTBS 
World Today 
4    ESPN 
5    HBO 
Ch. Flag 
|4 30) Movie: 
I    WTVR 
7    WRLH 
8    WRIC 
9    WCVE 
WGN 
WJPR 
12   WWRT 
13   WSET 
14   TNT 
SHOW 
DISN 
18   MTV 
19   NICK 
20   TNN 
22   FAM 
ACTS 
USA 
25   WWOR 
28   A1E 
27   LIFE 
28   TDC 
29   BET 
30   HTS 
6:00 6:30 
3's Company 
DM 
Full House 
News 
Sandiego 
Saved by Ben 
Full House . 
News 
News 
Pink PantVr 
AndyGnfhth 
Up Close 
7:00 
Moneyhne 
B Hillbillies 
Sportscenter 
7:30 
Crossfire 
Sanford t Son 
SchaapTe* 
Movie: *«   floe* n Roll High School Forever 
CBS News 
Mama 
ABC News 
Business Rpt. 
Star Search 
Mama 
NBC News 
ABC News 
Captain Planet 
Married... With |Ent Tonight 
Star Trek: Neit Gener 
Wheel-Fortune |Jeopardyl g 
MacNea/Lehrer Newshour g 
Design W 
Current Affair 
Inside Edition 
Enl. Tonight 
Jetsons 
Jeflersonsi; 
Murphy Brown 
You Bet-Life 
You Bet-Life 
Bugs I Pass 
(530) Movie: ««'?   Harms War (1988) Ellen Burslyn   PC-13 
Movie: • *'; 
IS 30) Hangm' With MTV 
Pinocchio (1976) Danny Kaye 
Rugrart [Rugrats 
15 30) VideoPM (In Stereo) 
Comedy Hour 
Rugrats 
World 
Up Service 
Rugrats 
Rin Tin Tin 
Robert Clary 
Zorro (R):; 
Eipression 
MacGyver   ' ami a ErC  :, 
Cosby Show   . Who s Boss' 
Rockford Files:; 
Supermarket 
Mother Nature 
Video LP 
Bass A Gals 
Shop TH Drop 
Wildlife Chron. 
Screen Scene 
Lite Goes On (In Stereo) q 
1mfho Spirit   Headlines 
8:00 8:30 
Pnmenews  , 
9:00 9:30 
Shake Zulu (Part I o' 5) 
Larry King Live 
NFL Monday     Monday Meg.  JPBTA Boards: LA Open 
Movie: «*   Stepping Out (1991 Comedy) Liza Minneili  PG zj 
Evening Shade Hearts Afire c; |Murphy Brown |Love I War: 
10:00 10:30 
World News 
11:00 
Sports Tonight 
OCTOBER 5, 1992 
11  30 
Moneyline |R) 
12:00 
Newsmght 
Movie: ««  The n^ng  M980. Adventure) Michael Caine. David Warner 
Bodybuilding 
Jack Benny. Comedy in Bloom 
Northern Exposure   ■????'-rr. 
Movie: ««*   The Hmdenburg 11975 Drama) George C Scott Anne Bancroft    |PsychFnendt 
Young Indiana Jones 
Timber Series 
First Look 
News 
Sportscenter 
12:30 1:00 
Inside Politics Showbiz 
Cousteau s Rediscovery 
NFL s Greatest Moments 
Movie: *«W  Black Magic Woman (1990) R   [Dream On 
Sweating Bullets 
Arsemo Hal (In Stereo):; 
Nature   Realms ol me Russian Bear  q 
NFL Football- Dallas Cowboys at Philadelphia Eagles From veterans Stadium (in Stereo Live) g 
Movie Patrick  (1978 Horror) Susan Penhaligon 
Movie »«»   Down and Out m Beverly Hills  (1986) Nick Nolle 
Fresh Pnnce     Blossom 
Young Indiana Jones 
Search and Seizure 
M'.rtock   The Umpire 
MQ* Desperate Choices To Save My Child (1992 Drama I 
Rage for Democracy " 
N.ght Court 
Studs 
News 
Whoopi 
News 
Current Affair   Love Connect 
Studs 
1:30 
Newsmght 
National Geo 
NFl Great 
Kids in Hall 
m 
|Highway to Heaven :; 
(Oil Air) 
Nightaneg     [That's Amors [infatuation 
Koujk 
| Whoop. 
Tonight Show (In Stereo) g 
NFL Football Dallas Cowboys at Philadelphia Eagles From Veterans Stadium (In Stereo Live) g |News 
Movie: »»';   Arrowhead (1953. Western) Charlton Heston 
Movie: «»   Lower Level 11991 Suspense) R [Vince D. 
Avonlea (R) (In Stereo) g 
Movie: «';   The Trail Beyond H934 Western) 
Gunsmoke  Rope Fever 
David Letterman 
Nightkne: Rush L 
i: «««^  Once Upon a Time m the West  (1969 Western) Henry Fonda. Claudia Cardmale. Jason Ftobards 
Movie: *»** 
Dull {in Stereo) 
It Happened One Night (1934 Comedy) 
***fi "Return of the Jeo) (19831 Mark Hamill  PG       |ComadyClub 
(CHI Air) 
Bob Costas 
Hard Copy 
Fav Honnm 
*h  Olds Play 3 (1991. Horror) R 
[Movie: »»«   The Kid From Brooklyn (1946) Danny Kaye [Mont:   Pmocchio (1976) 
Gel Smart        Superman 
Crook and Chase (In Stereo) 
Young Riders l in Stereo): 
Quantum Leap Animal Frat 
Gimme Break 
Wilderness 
Gloria 
In Search Ot... 
Unsolved Mysteries 
Buried Mirror Spam-New 
Triple Threat 
And Fans lSportsTalk 
I'm Back 
Casserty's 
Prime Time Playhouse 
Murder, SV Wrote g 
Jackie Mason 
David L. Wolper Presents 
LA Law Ptttcoal Inajnctori 
Rediscovering America 
Sanlord Comcvie. 
Redskins Magazine 
M.T. Moore     | Dick Van Dyke 
Nashville Now (In Stereo) 
Fafter Dowling Mysteries 
Songs Faith. Hope 
Dragnet A. Hitchcock 
American Celebration 
700 Club 
Worsh-p 
WWF Prime Time Wrestling 
Kojak 
Sherlock Holmes Mysteries |R) 
Newsj; 
Lovetoy   The March ol Time 
Movie: »»'i 
Black Museum tRi 
A Case ol Deadly Frrce (1986) Richard Crenna 
[World Away Nor^d, 
Video Soul 
Bowling ABC Team Ch aiienge SportsBeat 
Lucy Show 
Comedy Hour 
Green Acres 
Club Dance <R) (In Stereo) 
Scarecrow and Mrs. King 
Worship Worsh.p 
Yo! MTV Raps John Noms (In Stereo) 
Mister Ed Dobie Gilds 
Miller 8 Company 
Bonanza The Lost Episodes 
MacGyver Mask ot the Woif 
lo.eBoat 
Evening at the Improv iR) 
Thirty something 
Rediscovering America tRi 
Generations      I'm Back 
Redskins Magazine 'Ri 
Recovery Line |R| 
Equalizer 
Koiak 
David L. Wolper Presents 
China Beach  Helto-CTOorJbye'' 
Black Museum iRi 
Midnight Love 
Patty Duke       Donna Reed 
Nashville Now iR) (In Stereo) 
Bordertown;; 
Mormon Chow 
Fish 
Paid Program 
Faces on Faith 
Dog House |R) 
Joe Frankkn 
Sherlock Holmes Mysteries |R 
Myitenes       IPaid Program 
World Away   Norway   |Rl 
Coimcview (R) ; Screen Scev 
Casserty's       |Bowkng ABC Team Chaliengi e iR| 
Pagi | 
PERSONALS 
Prated Yoursrlf & Your l.nved 
OIM-N  From   I he  HidtMMJI  COHM 
(|Ueiuesof I .K.O. AlMliHtimi   1 In 
troiucall) .tmpiit> you chaineUiif 
with the ti'\ oluiioii.it y ( 'IHIK li ol I'l.ml. 
rvtooday, IOIHI pm IO midnight1 on 
wi CX90 i tm PrayerHodine vis 
U3S  
Cookie monnci s it)i' bcmi: men a 
neanass!   '"' 
Spaghetti-bead: I love you!! Booga 
Christy: Me and my shadon [hank 
you ioi always bein| there What? 
I ife'a one big part) and you're bold 
log an empt) glass? Ihat'i O.K., 
because men are iiu- snowstortns 
I ove, stun \ 
Jcnn. 
Where is romHill? Wemisshun 
Where I- loin urn (Jailbaii)   We 
miss him 
Chrissy and Sberr) 
1 hkpper" B W 
Do you reall) read these? 
Your humble partiui  in crime 
Kings and thingi 
You make .i mean icrewdriva 
Have another sip? 
Ill) 
JUST IN CASE YOU MISSED IT 
ONPAGEONEI 
The members ol ('III ask that the 
person m persons responsible fa re- 
moving the (III banner from the side 
ol McCorkle during Okioberfesl 
please return it to l)r (iussei 
•Thank you, ('ill 
Y1*1.097}. ^^/A? 
TUESDAY EVENING 
2    CNN World Today 
3    WTBS 3's Company 
4    ESPN 
I     HBO 
Running 
(4 45i Movie 
6    WTVR 
7    WRLH 
8    WRIC 
9    WCVE 
10   WGN 
11   WJPR 
12    WWRT 
13    WSET 
14   TNT 
16   SHOW 
17   DISN 
18   MTV 
II   NICK 
20   TNN 
22   FAM 
23   ACTS 
24   USA 
25   WWOR 
2«   AlE 
27   LIFE 
28   TDC 
M   BET 
30   HTS 
6:00 6:30 7:00 
AndyGnrMh     B. HsMMHts 
Up Close 
Movie:**';   Almost an Angel (1990) PG 
News CBS News      [Married... With |Ent. Tonight 
Full House . Mama 
MM 
Sandiego 
Saved by Be* 
Fun House:, 
News 
Pmk Panther 
Incredible Ida 
Moneyline 
|Sportscantsr 
7:30 
Crossfire 
8:00 8:30 
Pnmenews 
OCTOBER 6, 1992 
9:00 9:30 
Larry King Live 
Sanlord t Son Shake Zulu (Part 2 ol 5) 
10:00 10:30 
Candidates and the Economy 
11:00 
Sports Tonight Moneyime|R) 
11:30 
Movie: fVi  Km/ite forbidden Suh/ects  H989. Drama) 
NHL Hockey: Flyers at Penguins Alternate game Capitals at Maple Leafs 
Star Trek: Next Gener 
ABC News 
Business Rpt. 
WheeJ-Fortune |Jaope/dy!:; 
MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour:; 
Star Search 
Mama 
ABC News 
Captain Planet Jetsons 
Rescue 911:; jMstor League Baseball Playots: NLCS Game One Piratesat Braves or Reds 
DMKjr    W 
Current Affair 
mside Edition 
Ent. Tonight 
Jeftersons:; 
Murphy Brown Movss: *««   fiooin Hood (1973, Adventurei Peter Ustinov 
You Bet-Lite 
You Bet-Lite 
Bugs t Pals 
«««   The Nasty Girt (1990) PG-13 
Movie ••'.   $i 000.000 Duck   11971, G :; 
(5 30) Hangm' With MTV 
What You Do   IWitd-Crazy Kid 
Comedy Hour 
Looney Tunes 
Zorro 
Rockumsntary 
BuHwmkle 
b 301 VideoPM I In Stereo) 
Rm Tm Tin      |Zorto |R) g 
Center Street  [Chnstopher 
MacGyver  The Enemy Within 
Lite Goes On  The Visitor  g 
Life Choices    ! Spirit 
Cosby Show: J | Who's Boss?    Gimme Break 
Quantum Leap iln Stereo) g 
Rockford Files: 
Supermarket 
Mother Nature 
MM D 
Golf 
Shop Til Drop 
Wildlife Chron 
Screen Scene 
Putt to Win 
Wilderness       In Search Of.. 
Fish 
Unsolved Mysteries 
Buried Mirror Spam New 
Tnpte Threat 
PGA on Tour 
Senes 
12:00 12:30 
Newsmght      [Inside POWKS 
1:00 
Showbiz 
1:30 
Newsmght 
Movie:**')   Stives  (1976. Adventurei Charles Bronson 
Drag Racing: NW Nat I Sportscenter |Drag Racing: IHRA No AmeT 
Movie: «»";   Other People s Money (1991) Danny OeVitoR   |Larry Sanders  Movie: «*W  Stone Cok) (1991. Drama) R     |Movie:  Interceptor (199?) Andrew Divofl  NR 
News 
Movie:**   The Washington Atlair (1977 Drama) Tom Selleck   Hunter   Shoot to 
Fu» House g  [Mr. Cooper     |Roseanne:;   |CoachiRi:; Going to Eitremes (In Stereo) 
Nature   Realms ol the Russian Bear  (In Stereo) (Part 2 of 3) g 
Movie: «*  Stalk the Wild Ch*} (1976. Dramal David Janssen 
Quantum Leap (In aleieoi'.,     Reasonable Doubts   FAP 
Full House:,    Mr Cooper Roseanne : Coach Ri 
Movie: «•' i   Papa s Delicate Conation  (19631 Jac«ie Gleason 
Movss: ««««   The Empire Strikes Back (1980) Mark Hamill 
I Kill Arsemo Han (In Stereo) q Whoopi 
Listening to America Search and Seizure 
News 
Rites-Passage |M-A-S'H 
Dateline (In Stereo) g 
Going to Eitremes In Stereo) 
Forever Knight   DM lssui' Current A«*r 
Night Court 
Studs 
News 
News 
That's Amore 
Stuos 
Infatuation 
LoveConnacl 
Muscle 
1 Night Stand 
(fit 
wQhwsy to Htivtn z) 
Who's Boss?    Ntws|R| 
(OK Air) 
Renegade   Mother Courage Movie: ••   Sweethearts on Parade  (1953) 
Cheers:;       |Whoopi 
Tonight Show (in Stereo):; 
ajkJBJBJBJsl 
Movie: «*»  Father s Little Dividend (1951) Spencer Tracy 
Movie: ««   Liebestraum (1991. Dramal Kevin Anderson   R q 
Runaway Ralph (Rl 
Dull (In Stereo) 
Movie: ««*»   Mr Smith Goes to Washmgtc* (1939. Comedy) James Stewart 
Get Smart      | Superman 
Crook and Chase (In Stereo) 
Young Riders iln Stereo) q 
Campbells        In Good Faith 
Murder. She Wrote 
Ironside 
Biography   Bngitte Bardot 
L.A. Law  The Bald Ones 
Terra X |R|       Treasure Hunt 
Sanford Comic view 
M.T. Moore     |0tck Van Dyke Dragnet 
Liquid TV        Putt (In Stereo) 
Nashville Now Diamond Rio (in Stereo) 
Father Dowling Mysteries 
Sacred Songs. Sacred Spaces 
A Hitchcock 
OnStage 
700 Club 
Worship 
Bo«ing Mictwi Dokes vs Jose R Delta (Live) 
Koujk News:, 
Newport Jazz Festival 
Movie: «*«   Wtlditowtr (1991. Dramal Beau Bridrjes 
Invention |Ne»t Step      [Secrets ol the Deep 
Video Soul (R i 
College Soccer Georgi letown at Providence [Horse Show Grand Pm Nordic Track 
Lucy Show 
RushL 
Gunsmoke   Wonder 
David Letterman 
(OH An) 
Bob Coslas 
Hard Copy      | Bargain Hack 
Movie: «**>  Rocka-ByeBaby (1956. Comedy) Jerry Lewis 
*«   ChMsPtay! (1990)Alex Vaxent jJC^ajin.Movtt 
Movie: •«•«   CasaDlanca   (1942. Dramal PG [Bogarl iRi 
Comedy Hour 
Green Acres 
Club Dance (Ft) (In Slereo) 
Scarecrow and Mrs. King 
Worship IWorship 
MacGyver  Rock the Cradle 
Love Boat 
Evening at the Improv  H 
Thirtysomething  
Terra X (Ri 
Generations 
Nat'l Defense 
Treasure Hunt 
Yo! MTV Raps 
Mister Ed 
John Noms (In Slereo) 
DobieGilks 
Miller 1 Company (In Stereo) 
Bonanza The Lost Episodes 
Farmry Theatre Oh Brother 
Equalizer  The Visitation 
Kojak 
Biography  Brigitte Bardot  (R) 
Se»es    _ 
SportsTalk 
China Beach   Hello Goodbye 
lnvenUon Ri      Neit Step  Hi 
Midnight Love 
Patty Duke       Donna Reed 
Nashville Now Diamond Rio 
Bordertown Paid Program 
Heart-Matter 
Boimg: Dokes vs Ribalta 
Joy ot Music 
Temps Rising [Joe Franklin 
Newport Jazz Festival 11- 
Mysteries      |PaadProgra 
Sacrats of the Deep 
Cormcview IRI  Screen Scene 
College Soccer Georgetown at Piovidence (R) 
WEDNESDAY EVENING                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       OCTOBER 7, 1992 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30             8:00            8:30 9:00            9:30 10:00          10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 
2    CNN Work) Today Moneyline CrosslVe        [Pnmenews:; Larry King Live World Newt Sports Tonight Mon#yhn# (R) NcwtntQm Inside Poktxs Showbiz          Newsmght 
3    WTBS 3's Company AndyGritrth B. HMxHies Sanlord 8 Son Shaka Zulu (Part 3 of 5) Columbus-Ast. |Movie: ***'j  Papillon (1973 Adventure) Steve McQueen Dustm Hoffman. Arrthorry Zerbe         " ma rtVoff 
4    ESPN nsidePGA Up Close Sportscenter BA Bowling Naples Senior Open (Live)           [Boung Ray Mercer vs Mike Dixon (Live) Speedweek Sportscenter   [Women's College VoAeybak: L B St vs Pat Boat Racing 
S    HBO Movie: •»  Honeymoon Academy (1990):; 1st Lt,   Rrver Movie:***   Die Hard 2 (1990 Drama) Bruce Willis   Rq       |Crypt Tales     |0reamOn:; 1 Night Stand Movie:   Running Mates (1992) Diane Keaton Movie: ••    V wo (1990) R 
1   WTVR u—. Hwl CBS News Married... With Ent. Tonight Baseball 92 :; iMaior League Baseball Playots: ALCS Game One Newt Dangerout Curvet (In Slereo)   |Current Affair Love Connect [NewtlRi 
7    WRLH FuN House:; Mama Star Trek: Neit Gener. Beverly HUM. 80210 iln Stereo) Mekose Place |R| iln Stereoi:; Hunter           .    ■■■',■? Arsemo Hal (In Stereo) g Whoopi             Studs Highway to Heaven  , 
1    WRIC News ABC News Wheel-Fortune | Jeopardy! q Wonder Years   Doogie H Home Imp       | Laurie Hill q CMI Wart  Oboe Phobia  q News            jNtgrnane:; That's Amore   i Infatuation Who's Boss'   'News ill. 
1    WCVE Sandiego Business Rpt MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour q Nature  Realms ol the Russian Bear   (In Stereo) (Part 3 ol 3) q Age 7 m the U.S.S.R. (R) Vanishing Dawn Chorus (Off An) 
10    WGN Saved by Ban Star Search Design. W. Jelfersonsq Movie: »•  The Spell (1977. Horror) Lee Grant. James Olson News . Night Court Street Justice Movie:  Rodeo King and the Senonta  (1951) 
11   WJPR Full House:; Mama Current Affair Frank Beamer Beverly HUM, 90210 (In Stereoi Mekose Place (R) (In Slereo) q Mattock   Tie Lovelorn  q Studs Cheer* g       Whoopi Gunsmoke   Baker s Dozen (Off AIM 
12    WWRT News fosv. News Inside Edaton You Bet Lite Unsolved Mysteries tin Stereo) SemlekJ q      |Mad Abo. You Law i Order   forgiveness    , News Tonight Show (in Stereo) q David Letterman Bob Costas 
13    WSET News ABC News Ent. Tonight You Bet-Life Wonder Years [Doogie H. Home Imp        Laurie Hi q Civil Wars   Oboe Phobia q News Mghtkne q     [Rush L Hard Copy      [Play Ball Clearance 
14    TNT Pink Panther   [Captain Planet Jetsons Bugs A Pah Movie: **'?   They Only Kill Their Masters (1972. Mystery) Movie: •••   The Opposite Sex  (1956 Comedyl June Altyson, Dolores Gray Movie: *•"?  Battle Circus (1953. Drama) 
11   SHOW |4 30) Movie:   Lokta  (1962) Movie: **   Men at Work  (1990) PG 13           Boimg Report Movie: ***'7   The Fisher King (1991 Comndy-Diama) Room Wekams  R q    ]Mowe: *   Affairs ol the Heart (1992 Aduft) R Movte:   Johnny Be Good   R 
17   DISN The Dragon That Wasn't   or Was He7 (1983) Ramona  , Tall Tales A legends Movie: ***•   Mr Deeds Goes to Towv  i W36) Gary Cooper   [Movie:***   Young Mr Lincoln (1939) Henry Fonda Movie: *••   OusrY (1962) 
11   MTV (5 30) Hangm' With MTV Comedy Hour Sports Dull iln Stereo) Comedy Hour Yo! MTV Rapt 
'Mister Ed 
MiHer A Compi 
JOhnNomtllr   iterao) 
11   NtCK What You Do   |WiW-Crajy Kid Looney Tunes BuHwmkle Get Smart       | Superman M.T. Moore     [ Dick Van Dyke | Dragnet A  Hilchcoc* Lucy Show Green Acres rjobwQilkt Patty Duke       Donna Reed 
20   TNN (5 30) VideoPM (In Stereo) Crook and Chase (in Slereo) NashvUM Now Sammy Kershaw iln Stereoi OnStage Club Dance (R) (In Stereoi r Nashville Now id im sttreol 
22   FAM Rin Tin Tin      IZorro (R) Q Lite Goes On (In Stereo) q Young Riders Blood Money Father Dowling Mysteries 700 Club Scarecrow and Mrs, King Bonanza The 
Campbeks 
ost Episodes    Bordertown , Paid Program 
23   ACTS X Good Mm.   [God Squad Jesuit Journal |Pnsm Family Theatre |Oh Brother Mormon Chew | Faces on Faith Worship Worship             Worsh.p [In Good Faith Highway Man Alive 
24   USA MacGyver (In Stereo) q Quantum Leap (in Stereo) q Murder, She Wrote (In Stereoi Movie:   Invasion ol Privacy  (1992 Sust»" sei Robby Benson MacGyver   Ttie Endangered Eouakzi Mo.*      4r,.„. SMat 11980) 
2S   WWOR Cosby Show q |Who's Boss? Gimme Break  [Temps. Rising Ironside Kossk News  . Love Boat Kourt Fish               iJoe Franklin 
26   AAE Rockford Files  Claire q Wilderness     (in Search 01... Our Century  Warrior Am. Justice     [Spies First 1    |ht!        Travel?! Evening at tie Mtprov (R) Our Century   tiarw   'I' Am  Jusbc* Sp*sr" 
27   LIFE Supermarket Shop Til Drop Unsolved Mysteries LA Law  Fetus Completus Mono:**';   Mary Jane Harper Cried uv Vight (1977) Thirtysomething China Beach Mysteries         [Paid Prog/am 
28 TDC 
29 BET 
30 HTS 
Mother Nature Wildlife Chron   Buried Mirror Spain New MacAMutley JAmmalt Wings ol the Luftwaffe                      I 2000 Mac A Muttey Animals Wings of the L uttwaffe '1' 
R| 
Beyond 7000 
Video LP Screen Scene Triple Threat   1 Desmonds Sanlord             Cormcview Video Soul (Ri Generations Desmonds       Midnight Love Conwcview (Hi [Screen Scene 
J.Laycock HS Report Volleyball Great Western Bank Team Cup From Inglewood. Calif                                           [National Wheelchair Race SportsTalk        Golf Dynamics Volleyball Gre • /,.   'i.n  H,in.  '.'.i        .,    1' 
THURSDAY EVENING                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          OCTOBFR a. 1<W? 
6:00            6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00      I     8:30 9:00            9:30 10:00           10:30 11 00 11:30 12:00            li-30             1:00 1:30 
2    CNN World Today •PfOftej ylKlf) Crossfire rnflt9fl9Wl   j Larry King Live World News Sport* Tooifhl MoneybneiR) Newsmght Inside Pokbcs 
Movie ••     ' 
MecaWa NewsmgM 
3    WTBS 3's Company AndyGnftrth B H#MI« Sanford 1 Son Shaka Zulu (Part 4 ol 5) Movie •     King Sotornon s Mines  (1985 Adventure)               Columbus Ast « Wind io Java (1952) 
4   ESPN Senior Tour Up Close Sportscenter College Football Colorado at Missouri From Columbia. Mo (Live) Sportscenter                           Speed            'Motorcycle Recmg »WA          Motr.worVl 
S    HBO 5 30) Movie:  Quest-Sword Movie:**   Stepping Out (1991 Comedyl Liza Minneili   PGq|Mowe:*«   Crackdown (1990) CMI Oe »oung_ |Firsl Look Inside the NFL Movie  ••• 
S* Stalkmgs                            Current Affair 
l kewiath Branagh  R q 
1    WTVR News CBS News Married... With [Ent. Tonight Top Cops q Major League Baseball Playoth): ALCS Game Two News Love Connect {News |R| 
7    WRLH Fun House q Mama Star Trek: Neit Gener. Simpsons  , Martmq         I Edge   Pilot  q|F1*ngBsndq Hunlet      ■?LaMRurt ArsenwHaH  I'    ■■■'-    , Whoopi           Studs Htghway to Hea ven   . 
1    WRIC News ABC News Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! q Delta q Room lor Two 'Homefront (In Stereo) q 1 *jfc _ ,                              sUifuMtini That't Amore   [miatuabon       Who's Boss^ News  R 
•   WCVE Sandiego Business Rpt. MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour . Battle Brams Battle-Brims   |Mystery!   Maigret  q an Brunch Age 7 m the USSR IR) Off A.-, 
10   WON Saved by Bell Star Search Design. W. Jeflersons  , 
'  
Murphy Brown 
Movie: »*   KISS Meets the Phantom ot the Park  (1978) KISS News  . l*ght Court rwtjhtttnOijH   T ?»• SHUI Mont aevj   One M+on fear 
11   WJPR Full House  . Mama Current Affair Simpsons q Martin :, Edge   Pilot  qlFljwgBMq Matloc. Studs Cheers ,        [whoop. Gunsmoke   The Victim (Oftol 
12    WWRT News NBC News Inside Edition You Bet-Life     Different Work) Rhythm-Blues Cheers q        Iwmg- First Person: Total Enposure News Tomght Show (m Stereo):, OavMl Letterman ■obCottta 
13    WSET *4tW9 ABC News Ent  Tonight You Bel-Lite Delta , Room lor Two Homefront (In Stereo) q PnmetKrw- News htehtkne  .        Ruth L Hard Copy Jewelry Clearance 
14    TNT Pink Panther Caplam Planet Jettons Bugs A Pals Movie: •••   Baretool in the Park  il%7) Robert Redford Movie: •••   The Chase (1966. Dramal Manon Brando Jane (' ' 
16    SHOW • .-) Movie ••   PMajtrN Movie: *«';   Paradise  (1991  Drama) Melame Griffith   PG 13 Movie   •    FnjflO) - Out  '•- '    i  '•           •    Freddy Movie. ••   Double Trouble  (IS                     |Movie •• /   V*ne» from a Mat .1990) R 
17   DISN Halloween      [Better-Worse Movie: *»•   The Rocketeer (1991) Bill Campbell   PG q Movts: ***''j  Meet John Doe  (1941 Dramai Gary Cooper Medal ol Honor Korea Movw «••   'he Freshman 
11   MTV 5 30) Hangm'With MTV Comedy Hour B^| Picture Out (In Stereo)                                                                   [Real Work) Duffi                                           Comedy Hour    Yo1 MTV Rapt John Nor 
11   NICK What You Do  |W*d-Craiy Kid Pete i Pete     Butwinkie Gel Smart       [Superman M.T Moore     [Dick Van Dyke iDragnf A  HrlchcoO •reen Acres Mister Ed Dob*aG**s Patty Duke Donna Reed 
20   TNN 5 30) VideoPM (in Stereo) Croo* and Chase       .'• Nashville Now Radney Foster iln Lett TV Club Dance iR) (m Stereo) Miter t Company M      ••. ' Nashville Now 
22   FAM Rm Tm Tin Zorro (R)g Lite Goes On im stereo) q Young Riders tin Stereo) q Father Dowling Mysteries 700 CM) Scarecrow and Mrs King Bonanza The Lost Episodes Bordeftown  ,    Paid Program 
23   ACTS Perspectives Point ol V*« Lifestyle Mag [Church Today   SuHrvans Joy ol MUSK    Heart-Matter Invitation to UN) Worstwp          | Worth* •nme Time ma! house 
Fury 
Songs                Faith  Hope 
24   USA MacGyver  To Be a Man q Quantum Leap iln Stereoi q     Murder, She Wrote iln Stereo) Movie: •*   Silhouette  H990 Suspense FayeDunaway □? Equahrrr Movie   •• 
25   WWOR Cosby Show q ] Who's Boss? Gimme Break   Fish Renegade  Final Judgement Highlander: The Series            News . Love Boat Koujk                                          Temps  Rising   Joe Frantkn 
28   AAE Rockford Fees:, Wilderness     tin Search Of Real West WMkte Mysteries IR)                 !-■.■•■?■??????-  Weapons Evening at the Imprr,. Real West                                  WwJkie MysUmes  '■?
27   LIFE Supermarket Shop Til Drop Unsolved Mysteries                 LA. Law  Belle ol the Bald Movie: ••   Ski Lilt to Death  11978 Suspense) Howard Duff Trwtysomemmg Chma Beach                                      -nes          Pa«) Program 
21   TDC Mother Nature Wildlife Chron Buned Minor Spam-New         [World of Valor j Heart-Courage Satan   Valley ol                         Adventurers Skybound IRi World of Valor' Heart Courage Salan   Vatty of the Rhmo        Adventurers     Skybound 
2i an Video LP Screen Scene Triple Threat Seies             jSenford           Com* view Video Soul (Ri Generations Seiet Midnignt Love                            Cormcview  R    Screen Scene 
Huddle              Aeditms Report  R                    Redskins Mag ] 30   HTS R Scherer OoH Huddle Nat'l Defense    Redskins Report Motorcycle Madness                 MotorSports Hour                       Tins Week m NASCAR 
Swindlers 
arp 
Calling! 
Protect yourself against 
telemarketing fraud. Call 
for your free brochure. 
800-621-3570, or in IL, 
call 800-572-9400    . 
— FREE — 
PREGNANCY TEST 
II6N  Mam Sl 
Meat  ''am ||nn 
lit III 2|IMI l^*u 
All »rr>Mrs nxiTidriiliiil 
Same day result*. 
SOUTHSIDE PREGNANCY 
CENTER 
24-HOUR HOTLINE 
392-8483 
The VA Beach 
Leadership Con- 
ference is coming 
in November. 
Are you ready to 
be a Longwood 
Leader? 
I'stRt- 6 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Service Master of Farmville 
Wc clean carpet, furniture. 
auto interiors, student/ 
faculty rooms or houses 
Call 392-6661! 
FAST EASY INCOME! 
i an $1000'i Weekly Stuffinj I n 
vciofx's Send Self-Addreued En 
velope lo: Additional Income! P.Q 
Box81416,Chicago II 60681-0416 
STUDENTS or ORGANIZA- 
I IONS. Pnxnoteoui RoridaSprinj 
Break packagei Earn MONI-.Y and 
! RH   trip*    Organize SMAI I  oi 
I AR( il   groups    ('all ( aiiipus Mai 
kctiii)!. WK)-423-!S2fi4  
$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND RE- 
SI Ml. EXPERIENCE!! Iiulmilu 
alsandStuedent! Irganizatiooi wanted 
to promote SPRING BREAK, call the 
nation's leader Inta ' ampus Pn> 
grami 1-800-327-6011 
GREEKS & CLUBS 
RAISE A COOL 
•1000 
IN JUST ONE WEEK! 
PLUS $1000 FOR THE 
MEMBER WHO CALLS! 
No obligation. No cost 
You also gel • FREE 
HEADPHONE RADIO 
)UH for calling 
l-«0O-9J2-O528, Ext65 
Agghbl- 
Notanotherallnighter.nevei 
GMRSN 
on.mi 
Who goes there' Is II Ibe mysteri 
(>us curtain strangier? I low could you 
doit? 
I he Benevolent < toe 
Longwood 
College 
Bookstore 
Is 
Now 
Returning 
Fall 
Semester 
Textbooks 
To 
Publishers. 
Anyone 
Who 
Still 
Needs 
To 
Purchase 
Textbooks 
Should 
Do 
So 
Immediately! 
Open 
8am-5pm 
Mon.-Fri. 
Ruffner 
Building 
395-2084 
Pull-Out TELEVISION llic Rotunda October 5. 1992 
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6:00              0:30 7:00            7:30 8:00      I      8:30 9:00            9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 
2     CNN Wond Today 
3 s Company 
Moneylme         Crossfire Pntl*4>06jWJ ., Larry Kmg Live World Newt The Explorers Sports Tonight Moneykne (R) Newsmght Int^PoMlci Showb-r WWaVV^n 
3    WTBS B Hillbillies Santord 1 Son Shake Zulu (Part 5 of 5) Movie: *'i  Allan Quatermain and the Lost City ol Gold 11987) Movie:***   Urban Cowboy (1980. Drama) John Travolta 
4    ESPN     Go" Shootout Up Close 
Jest oi 8es' 
Sportscenter NHL Hockey New Jersey Devils at PrvfeMphu) Flyers From the Spectrum iLive)                       Harness Racing Sportscenter History of CoKoe Footbal      iFWikw Haw»»an Fttftsh 
5    HBO Mo**    t inside the NFL iR| y Movie: • ••':   The Road name* 119811 R     iMovie:  Interceptor (1992. Suspensei Andrew Divoll   NR y Crypt Tales Comedy Jam Movie: ••*   Madonna Truth or Dare  (1991) 
Kids In Hal 6     WTVR New* CBS News Married   With |Ent TengM Golden Palace ] Mayor League Baseball Plevollt: NLCS Game Three Braves or Reds at Pirates r#4*»»5 Dark Justice   Deadkne Current Ada* Love Connect 
7     WP.LM     Fun House:, Mama Star Trek Neit Gener. America's Most Wanted Q Sajrtbngsy Suspects Hunstr  Yesterday s Child Arsemo Hal (In Stereo) g Whoop. Studs Highway to Heaven y 
1       WnfL,         N#W1 ABC News       Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy1 , Family Matters Step by Step Dinosaurs:, Camp Wilder 20 20 . N#W$ Nighwie ., In Concert (In Stereo) Enter. Cal       | Matewan 
Sand*gc- 
Saved by Bell 
Business Rpt MacNeil Lehrer Newihoury Va   Currents WalStWatk Wash Week The Contrary Great Performances: Celebratirx Danranle (01 Air) 
10   WGN Star Search Dt*ign.W. Jcwtfsons Q Movie: *•   Halloween ill Season ol the Witch (1982. Horror) Newsy Night Court Uptown Comedy Ck*             IMovie: ***  Let s Do It Again (197b) 
11    WJPR      Full Mouse  .     Mama Current Affair Mmphy Brown America's Most Wanted y Sightings:,    | Suspects Mattock   The Magician  y High School Footbal Liberty at Jeflerson Forest                     | Studs Whoop* 
12    WWRT     News                NBC News Inside Edibon You Bet-Life Final Appeal Happened Round Table Iln Stereo) y 11 Fry Away  All in the Lite  y News Tonight Show (in Stereo) y DSJTVKJ LaarOtflMfl Friday Videos 
13    WSET News                ABC News Ent Tonight You Bet-Life Family Matters Step by Step Dinosaurs Q    !Camp Wilder 20/20 y News Njghtkney RushL Hard Copy     |Jewe4ry Counter 
14    TNT Pink Panther     Captain Planet Jetsons Bugs t Pals Movie: •*   Children ol the Night (1985i Katween Qumlan Movie: ••' i   Litequa'd (1976. Drama) Sam Elkott. Movie: *^   Wa* Like a Man (1967. Comedy) Howie Mandei 
16    SHOW     Moot  ••       'he Ratings Game  (1984) Danny DeVito Movie: •••   Outrageous Fortune |1987i R a Comedy Club Joan Rivers: Abroad m London [Super Dave Q Movie: **  Messenger ol Death (1988) R      |Movie: ** -Last Can (1990) 
17    DISN       Who sin Charge Here? iRiy Movie: ••";   The CantemUe Ghost 11986) Sir John Giekjud Cepra Movie: •***   its a WonderlulLite (19461 James Stewart Movie: *««'';   The Ghost and Mrs Mm (1947) Rex Hamson | Tom Cuftan 
U    MTV ■???:     Mangin   With MTV Comedy Hour   Real World Week in Rock Lip Service Weekend Blastolt Hn Stereoi Yo! MTV Raps John Norm (In Stereo) 
19    N What You Do    Wild-Crazy Kid Looney Tunes [Bulwinkle Gel Smart Superman M.T. Moore     | Dick Van Dyke ] Dragnet A. Hitchcock Lucy Show      |Green Acres Mister Ed OobieGilit Patty Duke      |Donna Reed 
20    TNN 15 30) VideoPM (In Stereoi Crook and Chase   -  Stereo Nashville Now Larry Gnzzard (In Stereo) Austin Fncore' Club Dance (R) (In Stereoi M*er 6 Company (In Stereo) Nashvile Now I ar-y Grizzard 
22    FAM Prince Vtkanl Thais My Dog  Big Bro Jake Man Mansion Movie: ••' i   McHale s Navy Joins the Air Force (1965) 700 Ck* Scarecrow and Mrs  King Audio Vision Paid Program | Paid Program 
23    ACTS Azimuths Why We Care Catholic View Times Airwaves        [Blood Highway iR     |Man Abve Worship Worship          [Worship Jim Lawson Sacred Songa. Sacred Spaces 
24    USA MecGyver Ugly Duckling  :; Quantum Leap iln Stereo) y Murder. She Wrote (In Stereo) Movie •*   Fatal Exposure (1991) Mare Wmmngham y Movie: •   Acaler Blade Warriors  (1989) Kathleen Kmmont *  Welcome to Spring Break 
25   WW0R Cosby Show ', 'Who's Boss? Gimme Break Temps Rising Ironside Kofak News y Love Boat Cinema           |JBTV Gloria             |Joe Franklin 
26    AlE        Rockford Files   ;-   .   :.:■  .' Wilderness In Search Of... Time Machine: 8th Air Force Investigative Reports Carokne's Comedy Hour Evening at the kmprov Time Machine: 8th Air Force Investigative Report* 
27    LIFE        Supermarket     Shop  Til Drop Unsolved Mysteries LA. Law  Open Heart Penury Movie **'.   Acceptable Risks (1986 Drama) Cicely Tyson Thirty something Pott Op China Beach You. Babe Myttenet        [Paid Program 
28    TDC Mother Nature Wndhle Chron 
News 
Buned Mirror Spam-New WMkle Chron Nature Profiles Sec. Weapons 'Firepower (R)  [War Anybody s Son Will Do Witdkfe Chron. Nature Profiles Stc Weapons | Firepower (R) War  Anybody s Son Will Do 
29   BET Video IP Triple Threat Homeroom Sanford Cornicview Video Soul Top twenty Generations News |H Midnight Love Rap City Top ten 
30    HTS Chaump Week Review Nat'l Defense Capitals NHL Hockey New York Rangers at Washington Capitals From the Capital Centre (Livei The Spread Cottony* Capitals         [NHL Hockey: Rangers at Capitals 
SATURDAY DAYTIME 
10:30 
OCTOBER 10, 1992 
10:00 11:00           11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00            2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
2    CNN Showbiz Week Style Science-Tech. JFtbaA. Preview Newsday Evans Newsday Newsmaker Healthworks     Style (R) On the Menu Your Money Close-up Future Watch f- artyPnn>»! Newsmaker 
3    WTBS National Geographic Explorer Cousteau s Rediscovery Happy Days Happy Days Auto Racing NASCAR Grand National - AN Pro Auto Parts 300 (Live) Movie: **V2  Circle ol Iron (1979. Fantasy) David Carradine 
4    ESPN Hunting Strat    Jim Houston Outdoors        [Coksge Gameday Coiege Footbet Big Ten Game (Live)                                                                               [Scoreboard PGA Got! Las Vegas Invitational Fourth round (Live) 
S    HBO (9 00) Movie: ••*   Scrooged Inside the NFL'Ri:, Movie: ••';   Draw'  (1984) Kirk Douglas y Gunplay-Brian [Movie: **   Stepping Out (1991. Comedy) Liza Minnelli  PG y Mo.*  ••    Sham   (1984 Adventurel lanya Roberts   PG Q 
(    WTVR 
7     WRLH 
Teenage Mutant Nmuj Turtles Back to Future RawToonage Catwalk  No Returns' Wonder Years Lifestyles of Rich » Famous    |Baseball -92 y I Mayor League Baseball Playolra: ALCS Game Three Brewers or Blue Jays at AtNebcs 
Plucky Duck  , Eek the Cat  , Kickofl Frank Beamer 227 y             [Amen Hunter On the Air                  [Amazing Put* n Boots            Little Shop Haloween             [Andy Grrfhth     Country Net     Star Search (In Stereoi 
S    WRIC      Goo! Tioop  ,    Addam* 
9    WCVE     Yankee Shop    Woodcarving 
Bugs Bunny 1 Tweety g College FootbaH Miami at Penn St (Live) y College Footbal: Regional Coverage 
Collector Cars Wood Gentle Doctor {Victory Garden Owtt in a Day Embroidery     [Sewing-Nancy |Frug. Gourmet Cookin' Cheap Eating Writ     |Vamshing Dawn Cttorut MotorWeek     | Previews 
10    WGN Pro Football     Good Fishing 
Plucky Duck  . Eek the Cat  , 
Saved by Ball   Calif Dreams 
Goot Troop □???Addams 
Golf Show Generation Soul Train (In Stereo) Baseball Movie: **»  Kung Fu (1971) DavK) Carradme Movie:**1:  The Day ol the DcVpran (1973) George C Scott Street Jutbce 
11   WJPR Super Daveg X-Meny Coiege Football Mian* at Penn St (Live) Harry-Hendr     JTeMne Extremists Why Didn't I    |Roggm Heroes 
12    WWRT Saved by Bell ACC Football Coiege Football North Carolina at Fio'-da State (Live) Cheers y         Design. W. Horse Racing il IVPI 
13    WSET Bugs Bunny 6 Tweety g Coiege Footbal North Carolina at Florida State (Live) Co«*ge Footba": ratgtofial Coverage 
14    TNT        How the West V •as Won           Movie: «•*';   The Sons ol Katie Elder (1965 Western} John Wayne              1 Movie: ••   Oregon Passage  (1958. Westernl    Movie: ••»   A Lawless Street (1955) Randolph Scott              Hondo 
16    SHOW     Movie  ••• 
Mickey Mouse 
;ountdown 
Hf Rings Twice (1946) y      |Movie: •♦»   City Slickers  (19911 Billy Crystal PG 13 Movie: »*   Lena s Holiday  (1990) Felicity Waterman  PG-13 Movie: •**   The Hospital (1971) George C Scott  PG 
17   DISN New Kids Bk MOVM: **Vi St.000.000 Duck- (1971) G Q    |Caspeft Hal. |Walt Disney Presents Movie: »*' J   The Girl From Tomorrow (1990 Science Fiction) Big Bird m China (RI llaBoaraan 
18    MTV Yol MTV Raps Music Videos (In Stereo)                                                                                                                              |Top 20 Video Countdown (In Stereo)                                  Up Service Real World 
19    NIC Heathclil Yogi Bear       jCanl on TV Can't on TV Dennis Dennis Fhppc           [Beyond Belief Movie: *•   Neeka (1968 Adventure) Jed Allan Mark Miranda Nick Newt      [Get Picture     |Frethmen SaMa Shorts 
20    TNN Crafts 
msp  Gadget 
Ctry Kitchen   jEiptr. America Our Way Remodeling Outdoors Rode'        ■???•■? Firehawk          Remodeling NHRA Today   | Inside-Racing Performance Showcase: Induwapolit (R) Country Beat 
22    FAM That s M, Dog Black Stathon Zorro '•    , Virginian  Morgan Starr                                 | Rifleman Big Valley  The Long Ride Gunsmoke Bonanza: The Lost Episodes Young Riders   Bad Company 
23   ACTS Worship Sunshine Fac. Acls Acts: Missions Over the HM Gang                  | Midpoint VISN Agenda Human Factor [insight VISN Showcase Acts: Stage Act* 
24  USA Just Ten ol Us Cartoon Eipress Movie: tt   The Haunting ol Sarah Ha'dy  119891 Sola Ward y Movie: *»'i  The Good Mother  (1988. Drama) Diane Keaton Gossip!           |jutt Tan of Us My Two Dads B. Buddies 
25    WW0R Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program  |Patd Program Paid Program | Monsters They Came From Outer Space She-Wolf ol London                I AirwoH  Tracks A-Team   The Taxcab Wars Knight Rider   No Big Thing 
26    AtE        Biography   (ji He Bvdot |R| Investigative Reports Our Century  Warrior  (R) Brute Force: Weapons Work) at War  Alone               [Movie: **Vi   The Beguiled (1971. Suspense) Clint Eastwood Caroline's Comedy Hour (R) 
27    LIFE        Tracey Ullman Molly Oodd 
Animal 
Attitudes Frug. Gourmet [Shop 'TH Drop Supermarket   |Bom Lucky Movie:***   LA Law   (1986) Unsolved Mysteries                [Movie: **Vj  Reckless Disregard (1985. Drama) less Harper 
26   TDC In the Wild Mac 4 Motley    Animals Survival! "Danger m Space Wings  W.ngs of Gold  (R) Wild-Wheels    [Travel-Advent. Nature Watch [Global Family   Secrets ol the Deep               [Rivers of Sand 
29    BET 9 00i Video Soul (Ri Rap City Top ten. (R) Teen Summit College           [Rap City (Ri Cottage Footbal North Carolina A&T at Florida A4M (Live) 
30    HTS Beat the Pro     Football The Spread     |Sport Adv. Footba'i          [College Football Arkansas at Tennessee. (Live)                                                                                          Redskins Magazine                [Redskins Report 
SATURDAY EVENING 
2    CNN 
3    WTBS 
600 
World Today     Pinnacle 
6:30 7:00 
Capital Gang    Sports Sat 
7:30 
WCW Saturday Night 
4 ESPN 
5 HBO     [Movie: ««»  The Princess Bride (1967) Cary Elwes  PG y 
6 WTVR   'News 
8:00 8:30 
Pnmenews 
9:00 
Both Sides       Sources 
9:30 10:00 10:30 
Work) News 
PQA OoW        |Sportscenter    [Scoreboard     |Co*age Football Notre Dame at Pittsburgh [Live 
; **''i Mackennas Gold ii%9 Western)Gregory Peck, Omar Sharif. Telly Savaias 
11:00 11:30 
Sports Tonight i Capital Gang 
Olympic Gold 
12:00 
ft*jw$nnjht 
12:30 
Evans 
OCTOBER 10. 1992 
1:00 1:30 
Travel Guide     Pinnacle (Ri 
Movie: *«' i   Stteets ol Fire (1964 Drama) Michael Pare 
7    WRLH   'Baywatch:, 
CBS News Roseanne y 
M-A'S-H 
8    WRIC     College Football Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! g 
WCVE 
WGN 
Sandiego Scenes 
Lifestyle* ol Rich 6 Famous 
11   WJPR    i America's New Country 
WWRT 
WSET 
News 
College Footbal 
NBC News 
14    TNT 
16 SHOW 
17 DISN 
MTV 
NICK 
TNN 
FAM 
ACTS 
USA 
Michael Jackson in Concert m Bucharest The Dangerou* Tour [Dream On y    [Larry Sander*   Movie: *«'?   StoneCok) (1991. Drama) R 
Wonder Years Franme's TumJMayor League Basebal Playott NLCS Game Four Braves or Reds at Pirates 
M-A-S-H Cop*: 
Lawrence Wek Show 
Runaway-Rich | Fortune Hunt 
Renegade   La Mala Sombra 
Design W       [Cheers ; 
Star Trek  Next Gener. 
Bugs Bunny A Pals 
555) • *•   The Doctor  (1991) William Hurt  PG-13'g 
Fig Tree.!• 
Week in Rock 
Double Daj| 
Big Picture 
GUTS 
[College Footbal Stanford at UCLA (Live) Sportscenter 
Cops|R) 
Covmgton Cross   The Hero 
Code 3:, |Edge: 
Crossroad- Commith  Guns and Sons  y 
Movie: «*«  The Strange Love c vfarfna Ivers 11946. Drama) 
Movie: •*'.   Airport 1975 (1974 Drama) Charrton Heston 
Cops , 
Here and Now   Out AH Night 
Cops _■■?
Covmgion Cross   The Hero 
Code 3 y 
t-nply Nest 
*»■■> 
Nurse* y 
Crossroads |ln Stereo) y 
[Uptown Comedy Club 
i-'.'j     1990) Dolph LjjndgreTi 
Ebony Jet 
Movie: ««   Phantasm il (1988 Horror) James LeGros 
Being Served  |French Fkeids Shelley 
Newsy 
Ernergency      [Emer. Cal 
Sitters A Promise Kept' g 
Commrih  Guns and Sons  y 
Movie: »«';  Ice Station Zebra  (1968 Drama) Rock Hudson Ernest Borgmne. 
[Comic Strip Live [In Stereo) 
Street Justice Cross Fire 
Wywiwdtr Tin Strip 
|lt'» Showbrn* at the Apoio     |Soul Train (In Stereo) 
Prime Suspeci 
|Smrlh 6 Jones [(OtAir} 
"MO.* i 
[Comedy 
Cormc Strip Lrve i 
O0«Kfrve. BumMi (1945. Adventure) Errol Flynn. Wilkam Prince 
[Current Alt* Extra |Street Justice  Cross Fir* 
Saturday Night Live Host Joe Peso 
Star Trek Net 
(01 A») 
I Gen Star Trek: Next Gener 
Movie. •«*   Destination Toky 
| Bargain Bin 
I Cary Grant, John Garfield. Faye Emerson 
Movie:**  Jetsons The Move (1990) G g   [Fkntttone* 
City Slickers (1991) Billy Crystal PG 13 
MUSK Videos l in Stereoi 
Doug 
i5 30l Country Beat [in Stereo) 
Zorro |R) y 
Center Street 
2', WW'.'H 
26 AJE 
27 LIFE 
28 TDC 
29 BET 
Bordertown . 
Hunger Heal 
Counterttnke iln Stereo) 
Love Boat 
Real West |R) 
Rin Tm Tin 
Rugrats Clanssa Expl    Roundhouse 
Texas Conn. 
Zorro [R| y 
Women's Voices 
Quantum Leap (In Stereo) y 
Famay 
Tra.elquest      ^Home Again 
Movie: »»';  Oeaffi Dreams  (1991 Horror) Christopher Reeve 
Lake That Exploded |R| 
Paid Program   Paid Program 
30   HTS      ;S*lt Fithmg     Nat'l Detente   Capitals 
World olVakx Heart-Courage 
Lead Story 
Opry Bkstge     Grand jpry 
Young Rider* (In Stereoi 
Sacred Songs. Sacred Spaces 
Swamp Thing  [Beyond 
it:**'?   The Journey ol Natty Gann (1985. Drama) PG 
***   Thelma S Louise (1991) Susan Sarandon  R 
Bon Jovi Past 
Rant Shmpy 
Sports 
You Afraid'' 
Statler Bros. (In Stereo) 
Magical Mystery Tour 
Yol MTV Rap* (In Stereo) 
A Hitchcock     Green Acres 
American MUSK Shop 
Countdown to the Ball 
Movie: ««  Desperado The Outlaw Wars H989 Western) 
Common Sense Religion I Saturday Showcase 
Ray Bradbury   Hitchhiker 
Movie: ««  Dr Strange H978 Fantasy) Peter Hooten 
Movie:   Warned to Murder 11991. Suspense) Peter Firth 
SMk Stalking* |R) (In Stereo) y 
Newsworthy 
Comedy on the Road 
Movie: «*»';   The Day After  (1983. Dramai Jason Rooards JoBeth Williams    |Cont*»non* 
Challenge  Arctic Odyssey       [Frontiers o' Flight 
Sports [Sports Report 
Jushce Fats   Hard Time 
M.T Moore     [Dragnet 
Opry Bkstge     Grand Opry 
Bonanza The Lost Episodes 
Movie:*   77ieOb/ectolDeste (1991) R 
»«*»   The Maltese Falcon (1941) y 
FtjaSim    H 
It Happened 
Acts Act it Out 
Rock Video Girls 
Howard Stem 
Evening at the Improy IRI 
Unsolved Mysteries 
Challenge   Archc Odyssey 
v.deo Soul Paid Program 
Haadbanger1* Bal (In Stereo) 
A Hitchcock    [Donna Raod~ 
Statter Bros. .Ri iir- Stereoi 
CCM TV [Zola Levitt 
VISN Agenda 
Patty Diata      |Fsm. 2-Night 
American MUSK Shop IRI 
Paid Program 
Defense 
Paid Program 
Human Factor 
Movie Wimps   (1987  Comedy) Louie Bonanno 
Spotlight Cafe ;Pa.d Program    Paid Program    Panl Program 
Movie:   Married to Murder (1991 Suspensei Peter Firth 
Movie:   China Beach (19881 
Frontiers ol 
Sexes 
NHL Hockey Philadelphia Fi.ers a: Wa From the Capital Centre (Livei I College Footbal Oregon at Southern California 
3 [R] Video LP (R| 
Paid Program  |Pald Program 
Jutbce Fikt*   Hard Time  (R) 
Rap CHy Top ten (R) 
SUNDAY DAYTIME 
10:00 10:30 
2    CNN        On the Menu     Newsmaker 
11:00 
Coaches 
11:30 
NFL Preview 
12:00 
Newsday 
12:30 
Science-Tech 
3    WTBS     Happy Day*    [Movie: «««   WarGames   (1983 Dramai Matthew BroderKk, Dabney Cdemar- 
i UQ, Movie:   The Freshman 
4 ESPN SportsWeekly 
5 HBO 
6 WTVR Sunday Morn    Larry Jonw 
7 WRLH "Baywatch  , 
WRIC "* IX  Movie:   Immed Family 
9    WCVE    Long Ago. Far  Va Currents 
10   WGN      Star Search (In Stereo) 
11 WJPR     Larry Jones     :Tetekne 
12 WWRT   'Robert Schuller 
Reporter'        |Sportscenter   |NFL Gameday 
Movie:   Running Mates  (1992) Diane Keaton   [Baby - sitters 
Baptist 
H
B Face Nation 
WWF Superstars of Wrestling 
George WeHh |NFL Today 
First Baptist Church Ih.s Week W.th David Brmk -,  This Richmond v.rgima Focus 
Capitol News    Euro. Journal 
Lifestyles ol RKh I Famous 
Lifestyles ot RKh I Famous 
Victory Hour 
13   WSET     Butmess        [Thai Week With David Bnnkley |Work Woman 
1:00 
Newsday 
1:30 2:00 2:30 
Moneyweek    |Week in Review 
3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 
World Report 
Auto Racing NASCAR Winston Cup - MeHo Yeto 500 From Charlotte Motor Speedway in Concord, N C (Live) 
Hor»* Show Jumping American Gok) Cup 
Movie: ***   Tatent tor the Game (19911 PG 
Hydroplane 
First Look 
Movie: ««  Run tor Cover 11955, Western) James Cagney 
NFL Footbal Philadelphia Eagles al Kansas City Chiefs From Arrowhead Stadium (Live) 
[Women1* Port Soiheim Cup    |Hor*e Racing Spinster Stakes PQA OoW: la* Vegas Inv. 
[Movie: «««  cCros5^L>lancgy (1988) PG y|Movie: «»';  The Outsiders (1983) PC g 
OCTOBER 11. 1992 
5:00 
EartyPnme 
Tom t Jeny 
5:30 
Captam Planet 
Bante-Brams    Battte-Brams 
Movie: •*« 
Age 7 in the USSR. 
The Snows ot Kilimanjaro (1953) Gregory Peck 
Movie: ««V? Christopher Columbus" (1949) Frednc March 
Cheers y      [NFL Live; 
Star Trek Next Gener 
TNT 
SHOW 
DISN 
MTV 
NICK 
TNN 
FAM 
ACTS 
USA 
Movie  •••' 
Movie: ««  The Ultmatt Sokibon ot Grace Qutfey I '985) 
Movie: ««' i   Where Love Has Gone (1964) Susan Hayward 
Lawrence Welk Show lEdrtors 
Movi*:*'7   Randy Rides Alone (1934, Western) John Wayne 
Movie: ««';  immediate Family (1989. Drama) Glenn Close 
NFL Footbal Seattle Seahawks at Dallas Cowboys From Texas Stadium (Livei 
Mayor League Basebal PUyott: NLCS Game Five 
Movie: «*''?   Guilty Conscience (1985) Anthony Hopkins 
Paid Program 
Tony Brown     | McLaughlin 
National GeographK 
One on One     Detente 
: »«« -The Adventures ot Tom Sawyer  (1938. Comedy) 
Beauty and the Beast g        [Highlander Trie Sorts* 
Once Upon a Time m the West (1969, Western) Henry Fonda Claudia Cardinal? Jason Rooards 
Movie: *«   Light ol Day (1967 Drama) Michael J Fox 
• 
30) Movie:     Movie  ••«• With Wolves  (1990 Western) Kevin Costi 3-13 y 
Clean Machine [Magnum P I 
NFL Footbal Bulalo Ems at Los Angeles Raiders (Live) 
Movie: «*«   Gunfight at the OK Corral (1957 Westernl Burl Lancaster 
Barney's Campfire Sing Along 
Top 20 Video Countdown 
Doug Rugrats 
'Winners *NHRA Today 
insp Gadget    Pnnce Valiant 
Worship Worship 
" k   Cartoon Eipress 
Runaway Ralph (R| Kids Incorp 
Fade to Black 
Ren 6 Stimpy 
Inside Racing 
Am Baby 
Worship 
Star* Lip Service 
Salute Shorts Freshmen 
Recedey 
Healthy Kids 
Worthy 
25 WWOR   Steampip* Assy 
26 A»E 
27 LIFE 
28 TDC 
29 BET 
30 HTS 
_ ' >   Breaklatl With the Arts 
JM Review      jntemal MedK [Cardiology 
'Homeworks     f£a$y Does II    IChokstteiol 
|B*akman's      [Paid Program 
Video Gospel   Personal Diary 
Final Score       Football 
Live From L A 
Sport Adv 
Family 
Great Chels 
Lead Story 
The Spread 
Movie: *«v?  HannasWar (1968. Drama) Ellen Burstyn {In Stereo) PG-13' 
[Growing Pamt [Head ol Class JGnp Master 
: »**  AOi Without a Star (1955) Kirk Douglas 
• »   Men at Work  (1990) Em*o Estevez  PG-13 
Mfchamc 
Ramona 
Real World 
WiMSKle 
Outdo:)'s 
WaHons   The Star 
Worsh* 
AH-Amencan Wrestling 
Danger Bay: 
Week m Rock 
Fifteen 
Hank Parker 
Zorro |Movie: *«Vr  Pinocchio (1976) Danny Kaye    |Totaly Minnie (R) y |Movia:  A Boy Named Charke Brown  (1969) 
MUSK Videos (in Stereo) 
r*ck News 
Speed-Beauty 
Lite Gee* On   Halloween g 
MecOyver Slow Death y 
Ichabod Crane Witch Pmk       Dr. Jeky.1 and Mr. Hyde R i Can't on TV 
Amencan Sports Cavalcade [NHRA Today 
Movie: *••   The Rare Breed (1966 Western) James Stewart 
Whose World? |Worship [Blood 
Movie: ««W   The Lonely Guy (1984. Comedy) Steve Martin 
Inude Racing 
Get Picture 
Wmners(Ri 
Wild Side 
Liquid TV 
Fifteen 
Performance Showcase 
Movie: **   Winchester 73 (1967 Western) Tom Tryon 
Mormon Choir 
Swamp Thing 
Illuminations 
Just Ten ot Us 
Cinema |0utdoor Trees 'Movie: **'i   The Taking ot Pelham One. Two, TrVae (1974)    [Movie:"1'?   The Cklt (1970 Drama) Vmce Edwards 
Movie: «« Hard Baled Mary-i.,  (1947) 
PhysKuans        Ob Gyn •itemal MedK 
First Flights 
Pedujtncs 
Buned Mirror Spam-New Buried Mirror Spain-New 
Paid Program  [Pajd^rogram 'peid Program |Pand ProgranT 
1
 MtbaJ 
***   The Wanderers 
Radujiogy jCardHmigy 
Buned Mirror: Spam New 
1979 Drama) Kai WaW 
Dentist Update'Family 
Paid Program  [Paid Program 
Buned Mirror Spam New 
Paid Program   (Paid Program 
Knight s Haie   Belgian Open Gotl Highlights    College Volleyball i State at North Carolina 
Worship 
My Two Dad* 
Worship 
Movie: Captain America II 
c *»V? ■Fandango (1965 Comedy) Kevm Costner 
Dtssase [Endocrinology [internal Msdtc. NSAIOS 
Buned Mirror Span-New 
Paid Program 
Gotl Dynamic* 
[Sec. Weapon* 
Paid Program |Paid Program   Paid Program 
Firepower 'Hi 
College FootbaH Kansas State at Kansas 
SUNDAY EVENING 
1,,   6:00 6.30 
Baseball Business 
7:00 
CNN 
WTBS 
ESPN 
HBO 
WTVR 
WRLH 
WRIC 
WCVE 
10 WGN 
11 WJPR 
12 WWRT 
13 WSET 
14 TNT 
16 SHOW 
17 DISN 
II    MTV 
19 NICK 
20 TNN 
22 FAM 
23 ACTS 
24 USA 
25 WWOR 
26 AtE 
2'    LIFE 
21 TDC 
29   BET 
|30   HTS 
VVorVJ Today      Sports Sunday 
7:30 8:00 8:30 
WCW Main Event Wrestling 
|PGA Golf i as Vegas mv 
Mow*    |Movki: **~Rock n Roll High School Forever 
Maior League Baseball 
i Movie ««')   An Eye lor an Ere 
Nf L^nrneSme [Chck. Flat 
11981) Chuck Norns 
Auto Racing 
Movie •• 
Star Trek  Next Genet. 
'News ABC News 
Ghostwntei  .  'cto»twnt*r. 
M Minutes (In Stereo):, Baseball 92 
Great Scott!:,[Ban Shier , 
Life Goes On (In Stereo) y 
Auetn CHy Limn* (I sir.-,. 
Movie ••      •■:• itier s House (1975) Cktt Robertson 
ii.'ijin- Catwalk 
NFL Football Bills at Raiders 
'Newt [ABC Now* 
Bugs Bunny A Pals 
Great Scoff , [Ban Stater 
Secret Service iln Stereoi:, 
Lite Goes On 
IJJattM 
9:00 
Week-Review 
9:30 
Campaign 
1000 10:30 
Battle to Lead Heartbeat 
National Geographic Explorer 
A mating MtmiM 
In Living Color 
Mayor League Basebal HayoBs: ALCS Game Four 
Home Videos 
Large1 H99v R [mght Stand [Kid* m Hal 
Amaz Game* 
11:00 
Sport* Tonight 
Nkttwofli EaVth 
11:30 
Business 
Beauty I 
Sportscenter 
:««   White Light (1991) Martin Kove 
Roc (in Stereo Mamed... WJV|Herman Head |Frying Bind g |Wooptl y 
Am. Funniest    Mono:   Overexposed (1992 Drama) Marcy Walker g 
Cokimbu*' Magnmcent Voyage R   m Stereoi y 
Movie: «««  Without Warning The jamas Brady Story (1991) 
In Living Color'Roc H    ••       Mamed.  WWi |Herman Head 
Instant Roptay 
i Witness Video (in Stereo):, 
RyirigBlndy  Woopt!:; 
Home Videos    Am Funniest 
M.-ie.   Lady Boss (1992 Drama) Kim Delaney Jack Scala y 
Movie:  Overexposed (1992 Drama) Matey Walker g 
NFL Football LOS Angeles Rams at New Orleans Sants From the Louisiana Superdome (Livei  [Sfaadium 
5 55i Movie: ««««   the Emcmt Str*es Back   (19801 PG        [Movie: ««»«  Dances Wth A   ...    11990, Westemi Kevin Costner [In Stereoi PG-13 
itersotg 
Week m Rock 
Avonlea » 
^Sports 
Double Dart 
'truckm  USA   _ltoed Test 
Big Bro Jake 
GUTS 
12:00 12:30 
OCTOBER 11. 1992 
1:00 1:30 
World Report Final Edrhon 
Beauty Break 
NFL F^irmrkme NFL Great 
Gottmg | After Marriage 
Nfl's Qrsatast Moattnt* (R) 
Movie: ««'?   Otr^flaijyjwjsAioney (1991) Danny DeVrto   R 
[Entertainment Tonight y |Current ABati Eitra 
Arsemo Hal [R) Iln Stereoi y   |Trtrwty Baptiat Church 
Travel Update 
Myth of the Maya Popol Vuh 
Design. W.     IKOMJA 
Amencan Gladiators 
l(0«A»r 
Apoio Comedy Hour 
iWhoopi Goldbsrg (In Stereo) 
(R) 
Whoopi Goldberg (In Stereo) 
Movie:   rVr^re>»rHaprjWievJfo^unfAAce 
its Showsme at tie Apote 
Inside Edmon   Sweating Bulst* (In Stereo) 
Enfwrtatif 
Movie: ««  Forced Vengeance 
it Tonight g 
962) Chuck Norns 
Sparta 
[Magnum. P.I.   Tigers Fan        [Bargathon 
K*»Vi   Ac«»1trV«0«> 
MOVM   •• '*•> , 
Lip Service n Star*: 
Beyond Beliel   Looney Tunes 
Amencan Sports Cavalcade 
That 1 My Dog ^Man Mansion ^Rm Tm Tm 
Jewish Chromcles Joy of MUSK     Songs 
Hitchhiker 
'     ■???Mo.w    Sji'ti - / 
in Search Of 
t  
'MtcOyvor   The Hood   ■?
'star Search   ; ■■'.. 
Looney Tuna* 
Atncan Skies 
VISN Agenda 
Pncoverjiag  p>tf) McCartney: Point Home 
1 *o«d      B,g PKture 
McmxIMmdy F-Troop 
Raceda, 'MechsmT 
Black StaKior 
»«L 
Dack Van Dyke 
Spssd-Beauty 
Farnly Edition   Erwontnont 
- -mmon ! 
■?
Giona 
Medical Prog JAedKSl Prog_ 
_Wmgs   .'.   ,;>   1G    '    ''■?
Paid Program ^Paid Program 
• ■????Coaege Football • i- -.. 
CowkKryontheRoed'" 
Journal Watch 
Nature of Tmnts 
,ir-      t 
Pan 2 of 2i 
Paid Program    Put Program    PtKl Program 
■99.- Suspense) Robby Benson 
OxmmeBriM    .,:,„ Mason  . 
Movie*1;  ChtdsPtay3 (1991, Horror) R    | Comedy Chair Movie:  Queens LOOK (1991 
• •1 .   The Sundowners  (I960 Dramai Deborah Kerr 
Uriplugted John Meliencamp 
Lucy Show      [Hi. I'm Home 
Celebrity Outdoors Buy Dean 
In Touch 
Worship 
Countsrstnke (Ri (In Stereo) 
JBTV 
Movie •• «';   Monty Pythorr\-    , nay Grail  H974I 
Family 
WIOTHeTale,    M „:   UempM Be*   (1944) 
:Onega Football 
PajdPrograr,    BCDQ, JpnoS Oospsl (Rl 
■■?'.■■?
House of Ekott 
Ob/Orn 
Tomb* 
Famay 
Weak m Rock 
u 
Trockm' USA 
Liquid TV 
Dragnet 
Truck Power 
BenHadon      |J Ankerberg 
Worship 
S> Stamlngt |Ri (in Stereo) y 
Pax) Program [Paid Program 
Rave Joseph Cornel 
Columbus 
Physioarvi      Farney 
WikftteJour WikJMe Tales 
Video Gospel    Personal Diary 'Live From LA. [Lead S'ory 
Bowlmg  I'uckp*' MagK 
(0«*» 
'.***  Elvis That s the Way It Is (1970) G 
120 Minutes (In Stereo) 
Hrtchcock 
Speed Beauty 
John Osteen 
Donna Reed 
Our Way 
Larry Jones 
Hotywd Inside PaM Program 
Paid Program [Paid Program 
Patty Duke 
Exptr America 
[Paid Program 
OntheLme 
Fern 2-Nlghl 
Rernodekng 
Paid Program P>id Proyiwi 
:«««W  Monty Python and the Holy Grai (1974) 
Paid Program  [PaM Program 
Movie:   Memphis Bete (1944) 
Paid Program    Paid Program Paid Program 
: Coaege Footbal Rutgers al Syracuse 1R1 
Columbus 
Pud Program 
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Kersey's Surprise Visit Nets White Team Win 
A surprise visit by Longwood's 
most famous basketball alum, Port- 
land Trailblazer Jerome Kersey, 
helped the White team beat the Blue 
95-83 Saturday afternoon in the sixth 
Longwood Alumni Basketball Game 
in Lancer Hall. It was the sixth victory 
for the "Oldtimers" (pre-1986 alumni). 
Kersey made his first •'official*' 
return to I-ancer Hall since 1984 a 
memorable one as Longwood held its 
Oktoberfest Weekend. The 6-7,225- 
pound NBA veteran thrilled a large 
alumni game crowd by scoring 38 
points, 32 in the second half alone 
Kersey scored just six points in UK- 
first half as the young alumni held a 
40-39 edge, but he and former team- 
mate Ron Orr ('83) turned the game 
around at the start of the second half. 
Orr ended up with 19 points to back 
Kersey with 15 of those points in the 
first half. 
Scoring on a variety of follow- 
ibott, dunks and layups. Kersey also 
banged in three 3-poiiu field goals. 
After visiting family in Clarksvillc 
Va. Kersey came up for the game 
Saturday unannounced. Preseason 
camp for the Trailblazers starts Fri- 
day as Kersey begins preparing for his 
ninth season in the NBA. Portland has 
made it to the NBA Finals twice in the 
last (luce years. He was an All-Ameri- 
can at Longwood in the 1982-83 and 
'83-84 seasons 
Also playing for the White team 
were Shack Leonard ('82) with 15 
!> mits, Orlando Turner (*84) with live, 
Bobby Carter ('83) with seven, [YO) 
Littles ("84) with two and Jimmy 
Yarbrough ("82) with nine. Thomas 
Alston ('82). Harold Matchett (*83) 
and Adrian Armstrong ('84) also 
played. 
1 or the Blue team. Kevin Jefferson 
('90) scored 21 points to lead the way, 
while Joe Lowe ('91) added 14 points, 
Hockey Team Tops Radford and Catawba 
Longwood's field hockey squad won two games at home this past week, defeating Radford 4-3 in overtime 
Wednesday and handing Catawba a 2-0 loss Saturday. 1 "he victories improve the Lady Lancers record to 6-3-1, the 
most wins for field hockey since the 1989 team finished 6-8-3. 
Longwood was still ranked fourth in the Sept. 30 NCAA Division II South Region field hockey poll. 
Shippensburg, Pa. was ranked first in the South, while Bloomsburg, Pa. was ranked first in the North Region. 
Bloomsburg defeated Shippensburg 4-0 last Tuesday. 
Facing Catawba during the college's Oktoberfest celebration, Longwood played a little fiat yet still managed to 
dominate the action against the I .ady Indians. OulshtxHing the visitors 42-13, Longwood scored a goal in each half 
in gaining the triumph. 
Senior Meyon Puent scored LC'l first goal with 8:17 remaining in the opening stanza Puent's goal came 
unassisted after she stole a pass and knocked in a hard shot from the left wing. Senior Jenny Wuebker came up with 
the Lady Lancers other goal with 13:22 left to play off an assist from junior Missy Moran. Sophomore goalkeeper 
Sara Hogan registered her fourth shutout of the season while coming up with eight saves. Classmate Mari Willen 
added a defensive save for Longwood. 
Last Wednesday, Wuebker knocked in the game-winning goal with just 0:03 left in sudden-death overtime to give 
die hosts a 4-3 upset victory over visiting NCAA Division I Radford University. 
"It's the biggest win for Longwood since I've been here," commented third-year coach Sandy Bridgeman. "We 
showed a lot of poise, outplaying them from the start. Our defense did a very nice job, especially Anita Warford 
in checking Radford's top scorer." 
Longwood controlled the action from the beginning, yet trailed 2-1 at the intermission as the visitors made the 
most of their scoring opportunities. An unassisted goal by Moran with 17:41 remaining in the first period was LC's 
lone goal of the half as Radford took a 2-1 halftime advantage. 
The hosts scored the first two goals of the second period to take a 3-2 advantage with 22:13 to play. Longwood's 
first score came from Willen as she deflected a shot by senior Denise Hanley into the net at the 31:44 mark. The 
l.ady Lancers took the lead on Moran's second unassisted goal of the day from die top of the circle. Radford knotted 
the score on a penalty-stroke goal with 10:03 remaining to force the overtime. 
It looked like a second OT would be needed before Longwood pressed the action in the final minute leading to 
Wuebker's game-winner off an assist from Moran. It's Longwood's first win over Radford since a 1-0 triumph in 
1986. Longwood oulshot Radford 39-20, and had seven penalty comers to the vistor's two. Hanley added a 
defensive save, while Hogan had 13 saves in the net. 
Through 10 games, Moran leads Longwood in scoring with five goals anil seven assists for 17 points. Willen 
has six goals and one assist for 13 points, while Hanley has two goals and two assists for six points. Warford has 
a team-leading three defensive saves and Hogan now has 101 saves for a save percentage of .886. allowing just 1.3 
goals per game 
Longwood returns to action Tuesday widi a 4:00 contest against Randolph-Macon on Barlow Field. 
ULTIMATE 
FITNESS 
Facilities Include: 
►Cardiovascular Equipment 
•Nutritional Analysis 
•Stationary Machines 
•Pro Shop 
•Wolff System Tanning Beds 
•Free Weights 
•Aerobics Classes 
•Personal Training 
•Seminars - Monthly 
$99 per semester 
Other Student Specials! 
•Aerobics step classes 
$70 per semester 
>LC students come in for a 
FREE workout with this ad 
INCORPORATED 
102 South Main Street    3 9 2 - P U M P 
Hours 
Mon-Fri 6:00AM - 9:00PM 
Sat 9:00AM ■?6:00PM 
Sun 1:00PM - 6:00PM 
and Keith Latuner (*91) and Kevin 
Kkksf87)hadl2each. Bobby Dob- 
no ('89)and( Sarj Austin ('90) scored 
six points. Billy I)unn('()l) and li.ink 
Tennyson ("88) had five and Dak 
Shaven ('90) scored two 
Kersey received awards as (he 
White team M VI* and as ilie alum who 
traveled the longest distance to pit) in 
the game. Jefferson was the Blue 
team MVP and Yarhrough was hon- 
ored as the Oldest alum playing. 
A record total of 19 Conner 
i ongwoodcagers took part in the con- 
lesi. which will likely be held in the 
future U I part Of the College's 
t Mctoberfesl Weekend. 
Lancer Booters Claim Eastern 
Division Title 
Moving its overall mark to 6-4 and 
its Virginia Intercollegiate Soccer 
Association Eastern Division record 
to 5-0, Longwood's men's soccer team 
wrapped up a berth in the VISA Play- 
offs for the seventh time in the last 12 
years with a 2-1 win over Mary Wash- 
ington Wednesday and a 3-1 triumph 
over Catholic Saturday. 
This week the Lancers visit Dis- 
trict of Columbia Tuesday for a 3:00 
Contest and Saturday host Davis & 
Elkins for their first home game in a 
month. 
Longwood is the regular season 
champ in the VISA Eastern Division 
and will host a first round playoff 
game against the second place team 
from the Western Divison in Novem- 
ber. The top two teams in the Eastern 
and Western Divisions will compete 
in the VISA Playoffs. 
Ross Johnson, Todd Dyer and Jon 
(rales scored for the Lancers Saturday 
in the win over Catholic. Johnson, 
Greg Russ and Byron Edwards had 
assists for Longwood. The Lancers 
were ahead 2-0 at the half. After 
Catholic   scored  on   a   penalty 
kick, dales scored with about five 
minutes left to sew up the victory. 
Wednesday alternoon in 
Fredericksburg the Lancers beat rival 
Mary Washington 2-1. LongWOOd 
got an "own goal" off a shot from 
Kevin Carey in the first half and 
Johnson broke a 1 -1 lie with about six 
minutes left in the game as the I BIK 
en beat Mary Washington. 
Mary Washington won the shot 
battle 10-8. but I ongwixxl goalkcepei 
Taylor Tucker came up with eight 
saves to slow down the Eagle attack 
Mary Washington had given up just 
seven goals in nine games after 
Wednesday's contest 
Longwood got its 1-0 lead 37:04 
into die game when Carey chipped a 
ball from the left wing which bounced 
off an liagle defender into die net. 
Mary Washington'sTerry Murphy tied 
die game at 1-1 in the second half. 
Johnson dribbled down the right Hank, 
faked out two defenders and kicked m 
the game winner with his left foot at 
die 84:17 mark. 
Baseball Race Exciting 
By James Whiteree 
Staff Writer 
The regular baseball season is 
winding down, and it looks similar to 
last season. 
The Atlanta Braves, the champi- 
onsofthe National League West, will 
be playing die champions of the Na- 
tional League East, the Pittsburgh Pi- 
rates. 
The Oakland A's, who won the 
Amercan League West, most likely 
will be playing the Toronto Blue Jays, 
who hold a 3 game lead with 4 games 
to go in the American league East. 
The matchup between the Pirates 
and Braves is a rematch of last year's 
exciting 7 game series, which the 
Braves won in 7 games. The Braves 
are on a mission to win die World 
Series after last years 7 game loss to 
the Twins. 
Atlanta got off to a horrendous 
start, going 20-27, but went ona 53-18 
run in the middle of the season to beaat 
out the Cincinnati Reds The Braves' 
pitching looks very strong going into 
this series, featuring 20- game winner 
Tom Glavine, Steve Avery. John 
Smoltz, and Charlie Liebrandt. com- 
bining talents with (lie strong hitting 
of Dave Justice and leny I'endlcton 
The Pirates, whose pitching had 
been very shaky in the middle oi the 
season, look a little better with die 
additions of Danny Jackson and 
knuckleballer Tim Wakefield, ;uid 
their hitting is always a threat as long 
as Andy VanSlyke and Barry Bonds 
are in the lineup This should be a 
veryexcitingand intense series worth 
watching. 
The Toronto Blue Jays, if diey are 
able to hold their lead in the Ameri- 
can l.eague East, will be looking to 
get rid of the choke label that has 
hounded them. This is a much closer 
team than in years past, and they hope 
that hitters Dave Winfieldand Roberto 
Alomar catch fire and that Juan 
(in/man. their young pitcher, along 
with Jimmy Key and Todd 
Stotylemyre. perform well enough to 
gel diem over the hump 
lhe Oakland As, AL West chain 
pious, hope 10 return to the World 
Series lor the 4th time in 5 yean 
They are not the same team they were 
before trading Jose Canseco to the 
Texas Rangers, but they still have 
Mime good hitters in Terry Sleinhach. 
Mark Mcguiie, and Harold Baines 
Then" pitching is always strong, widi 
i lave Stewart, Bob Welch, and MM 
comet Hobby Witt, who is a result ol 
TAYLOR TUCKER 
Paces Lancers To Pair 
Of VISA Wins 
Taylor 
Tucker Is 
Player Of 
The Week 
Freshman goalkeeper Taylor 
Tucker, who helped Longwood's 
SOCOBf team claim die Virginia 
Intercollegiate Soccer Association 
Eastern Division regular season 
title last week, has been named 
Longwood caBm BUB »f tin? 
Wetk tor the period Sept. 27 
through Oct.4. Player ol die Week 
is chosen by die 1 ongwood spoils 
Information office 
Tucker came up with eight 
saves in a 2-1 victory over M;iry 
Washington Wednesday and had 
four in a 3-1 win over Catholic 
Saturday lhe two wins give 
I ongw(xxl a 5-0 maik and first 
place in the VISA Batten Divi- 
sion, and assures the I anccrs ol a 
berth in die VISA Playoffs in No- 
vember. 
"Tucker saved us against Mary 
Washington," said Longwood 
coach Sum Cieplinski. "lie had 
an outstanding game He was aj 
gressive and commanding and 
seemed to be in the right place at 
the light time. On one play he 
i .IIIK out ol the box and knocked 
away a potential goal with a div- 
ing header. It was his best week 
of the season " 
A graduate ol PrincCM Anne 
High, I uckerwasaco-captain his 
junior year and captain as a se 
moi     He    made    honoiahlc 
mention All-Beach twice 
the Canseco trade n hisihe Blue Jays 
and Athletics in the playoffs, ItMVill, 
like ihe National League series, be 
very exciting and closely contested 
Treat yourself to something 
scrumptious at Lancer Cafe! 
U WFA1 FR ZEN it O HI 
A Low .15$ per ounce! 
BEH.JERRYiS 
MAKERS OF VERMONT'S FINEST ALL NATURAL ICE CREAM 
Just $2.79 a pint! 
STOP BY TODAY AT LANCER < Al I • 195-2121 
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Tjou know, it/ fr rtdicuW If I don't call my 
parent; every Way at exactly 5 o'clod, 
they think I way kidnapped by aliens, or 
comefhing. Anyway, one Wtey noe and 
t^ark, we decide +o take-off and checkoff 
the City. fc> we're Kang/ny out and I look af 
rwy watch. 5 o'clock Alr-ght, $o my Calling 
card and I head dowr\ +o the /oca/ pool ha//, 
(which I happen to kn<w ha; a payphone) 
And I tell the folks the Martian; $er\d 
-VKefr berf." 
•- 
AH o matter where you happen to be, the AT&T 
Hfl Calling Card can take you home. 
Il     It's also the least expensive way to call 
state-to-state on AT&T, when you can't dial direct. With 
the new AT&T Call and Save Plan, you'll get special discounts 
on AT&T Calling Card calls! And once you have your card, 
CmmKgCm^ 
S«f>«8"" 
ufti «M too «m )      ,t 
you'll never need to apply for another. 
If you get your Calling Card now, your first call will 
be free** And you'll become a member of AT&T Student 
Saver Plus, a program of products and services that 
saves students time and money. 
All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of this world. 
lb get an AKT Calling Card for off-campus calling, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 83a 
Hm**m+m • — !»•« »—«»— ml n w m^t 
'Ma»lli«>Dl«U«n«ll>a.<ali 
AT&T 
